Most of you know Rocky Freitas as an outstanding athlete, one who always gave 100% on the football field.

Rocky has always believed in doing his best at everything he does. The intangibles that produce an all-pro athlete are also necessary in producing an outstanding public servant. Dedication and perseverance coupled with leadership, teamwork and fair play have provided Rocky with a deep commitment to excellence.

Now he wants to put this commitment and this dedication to work for you in the Legislature.
YOUTH AND EDUCATION

"I care about Hawaii's youth. Much of my volunteer time is spent with youth programs such as the Special Olympics for handicapped children, Little League baseball, Pop Warner football, and the YMCA.

In working for my Master's degree in Education, I have developed ideas and a commitment for improving the quality of education in Hawaii. Change such as the proposed merger of Noeleani School, long noted for its educational excellence, should be reevaluated. Recreational opportunities for youth need to be expanded. Action is needed to address the problem of crime among our young people.

I will be a strong voice for youth and education in the Legislature.”

CRIME

"Like all of us, I am concerned about the problem of crime. I will work for legislation to protect us - ourselves, our families, our possessions - from becoming victims of crime.

To attack the problem of crime, we need to strengthen our efforts in prevention and deterrence. That means more help for the police, greater security measures and more programs to deter potential violators - especially youthful ones.

In addition, we must make sure that those who are guilty of crimes are apprehended and punished in a speedy manner.

I want to be a leader in the fight against crime.”

HAWAII'S ECONOMY

"As a small businessman, I know the problems and concerns of Hawaii's business community. I will support programs to assist small business. We must expand and broaden Hawaii's economic base and create jobs for our people, especially our young.

Science-related industries, motion picture production, international trade, light manufacturing, diversified agriculture and horticulture should all be promoted by the State. My education and business experience have given me a well-rounded background from which to contribute to the growth of these activities. The potential is there.

I want to cut unnecessary government red tape and promote a closer working relationship between government, business and labor. After all, we all have a stake in Hawaii's future.”

EFFECTIVE, RESPONSIVE REPRESENTATION

"My commitment to you is that I will work hard to serve you to the best of my abilities. As a legislator, I will always be accessible to you, the people of Manoa-Makiki. I promise to stay in touch and be responsive to your interests.

I share your concerns about our district - crime, controlling development in Manoa, congestion in Makiki, park development - and I intend to follow up on these issues in the Legislature.

Having worked in the Legislature before, I know how the system operates. I believe I have the background and qualifications to do a good job for you. Please consider me when you vote. Mahalo.”
Let's listen in...

Q. #1 Howard, you don't mind if I call you Howard ... you have a successful business career, you've always seemed like a sensible person to me. Why are you running for the State House of Representatives?

Q. #2 I find it hard to disagree with you. But, what do you see are the big problems that face us here in Hawaii?...

Q. #3 You took the words right out of my mouth. Howard, but you will have to admit that there is so much that needs to be done .... suppose you could only accomplish one thing ... just one. What would it be?

Thanks Howard, you've been very cooperative. I know you're going to get my vote!
A few important facts about Howard...

Howard Chong Jr., was born in Honolulu, attended Manoa Elementary School, graduated from Punahou, and received a Bachelor's Degree in Finance from Nichols College, Dudley Massachusetts.

He served in the U.S. Army, Military Police. He is presently Vice President and Secretary of City Mill Company, Ltd.

A lifelong resident of Manoa, he has been active in the construction industry since 1969.

He was elected Builder of the Year Home Builders Association of Hawaii in 1978.

His concern for the consumer led him to join the Hawaii Home Owner's Warranty Council and in 1979 was commended by both the Hawaii House of Representatives and Senate in special resolutions for his part in launching the first Self Regulated Home Owners Warranty Program for new home buyers.

"I've known Howard Chong Jr. all my life, and I think he has all the qualities that would make a great State Representative: thoroughness, fairness, objectivity and decisiveness."

Gregg H. Young
Attorney

"Howard makes a lot of sense. He's got my vote."

Martha J. Daniels
Responsible Citizen

"I like his ideas. I think he can help a lot in turning this state around."

Lorraine M. Rodrigues
Office Manager

"Taxes and inflation are eating us alive. Crime and development are out of hand. Howard Chong can really help us in government."

Masato Yoshioka
Contractor

"Isn't it time we got some fresh ideas in government, but ideas based on solid experience ... not just more theories. I'm for Howard."

Robert M. Kaya
Businessman
Community Activities and Organizations:
- President, Home Builders Association of Hawaii — 1979
- President, Wood Products Association of Hawaii — 1976
- Member, First Chinese Church of Christ
- Member, Chamber of Commerce of Hawaii
- Punahou PTA
- Hawaii Rifle Association
- Member, Chinese Building Industry Association
- Chairman, Parade of Homes — 1977 & 1978
- Treasurer, Hawaii Home Owners Warranty Council, Inc.
- Member Oahu Contractors Association
- Chairman, Parade of Homes — 1977 & 1978
- Treasurer, Hawaii Home Owners Warranty Council, Inc.
- Member Oahu Contractors Association
- Elks Lodge 161

Memberships and Associations:
1975 to date
  Building Industry Assoc. of Hawaii (formerly Home Builders Assoc. of Hawaii) President — 1979
1973-1976
  Wood Products Assoc. of Hawaii President — 1976
1976 to date
  Oahu Contractors Assoc. Board of directors since 1977
1976 to 1979
  City Contractors Assoc. Advisor
1977 to 1980
  Elks Lodge 616
1977 & 1978
  Chairmen, Parade of Homes
1979
  National Director, National Assoc. of Home Builders

- Member First Chinese Church of Christ since 1960
- Member Chamber of Commerce of Hawaii
- Punahou School — Alumni Assoc., PTA and Century Club
- Member Chinese Building Industry Assoc.
- Treasurer, Hawaii Home Owners Warranty Council, Inc.
- Honolulu Club

Additional Studies:
- Effective Communications — Chapman College Management Center, Orange, Ca.
- Dale Carnegie Course — Human Relations
- Professional Retail Sales Training Workshop — University of Hawaii, Small Business Management Program
- Shoplifting Control Seminar — Chamber of Commerce
- Principles of Supervision I, III & IV — Hawaii Employers Council
- Motivation and Discipline Seminar — Hawaii Employers Council
- Management in The Construction Industry — Dept. of Civil Engineering
- University of Hawaii and General Contractors Assoc. of Hawaii
- Parliamentary Procedure Workshop — Hawaii State Association of Parliamentarians

Special Awards:
- Builder of the Year — Home Builders Assoc. of Hawaii 1978
- House Resolution No. 615 "Commending the Home Builders Association of Hawaii in Launching the First Self-Regulated home owners Warranty Program for new home buyers" — Tenth Legislature 1979
- Senate Resolution No. 374 — Same as above — Tenth Legislature 1979
A. #1 I like being called Howard, Howard. You're right. But, it is exactly the experience of making things work in a business that has made it clear to me that our State Government today really isn't working well. It seems frozen with indecision, unable to take a firm position on important issues. Frankly, I want to take an active role in government because I know that the principals that work in the everyday world will work in government. And what better way to prove it than run for the State House from my own neighborhood?

A. #2 I'm glad you asked that. These are the most pressing problems as I see them: Inflation, Crime, Runaway speculative development, High cost of Government. There aren't any obvious or easy solutions to these, most of the types of legislation being proposed today are just "band-aids." It's time we faced the facts. It's time we made some hard decisions and stuck to them. That's the way to run a household, the way to run a business, and ... the way to run a state!

A. #3 I would hope I could accomplish more than just one thing. However, I hope that it would be to help everyone in the 13th District become aware of what is really going on in State Government ... what they can do to change things. Because, believe me, nothing is going to change, nothing is going to get any better until the people know ... and do. Government alone can't solve all our problems. Government doesn't give us anything it doesn't first take from us in the form of taxes. If you got bad service from a store or a company, wouldn't you demand better products or service for your money? Why not demand the same from government? Can you name one single area you pay more for than government ... through taxes of every kind? It's time to get your money's worth! We built most of the good things we love in Hawaii with hard work, let's demand it from government! I hope that answers some of your questions, Howard.
"The year 1980 may be viewed as a turning point, a milestone, in Hawaii's shifting slowly away from imported oil and heading resolutely toward energy self-sufficiency..."

Rep. Clifford T. Uwaine
Chairman, House Energy Committee
January 15, 1980
You don’t become Chairman of the important House Energy Committee overnight. It takes ability, intelligence, and “old fashion” hard work. That is why after only his first term, Rep. Clifford Uwaine was selected by his colleagues to be the leading force in addressing Hawaii’s energy problem.

As Chairman of the State House of Representatives’ Energy committee, Rep. Uwaine’s responsibility is to maintain a continuing comprehensive overview of Hawaii’s energy programs. The 1970’s have demonstrated that energy resources, energy policies and energy decisions are critical for the future well-being of our Islands.

Under Rep. Uwaine’s leadership as Chairman, the Tenth State Legislature appropriated over $21.8 million for the expenditious development of Hawaii’s abundant alternate energy resources, including geothermal, biomass, direct solar, wind, and ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC). This program involved a totally coordinated effort towards our major State goal...energy self-sufficiency.

This same type of bold and imaginative leadership is what you can expect from Rep. Clifford Uwaine in the State Senate. He is a sincere and dedicated young man of experience.

Today we have a bigger stake in the future than in the past. Let us make a fresh start. A vote for Clifford Uwaine...a vote for a new generation in the State Senate.

Clifford Tatsuo
Uwaine
State Senate
Dear Friend,

You have probably seen me or my supporters waving at you from the curbside. I wish to thank you for all your friendly smiles, hand waves, horn tooting, and words of encouragement. If by chance you were distracted or offended by this type of campaigning, I offer you my sincere apology.

I found one positive aspect to this streetside campaigning. As a candidate, I am overwhelmed by a feeling of deep humility as I wave at you driving by. I realize how insignificant I am without your support. You, the voters, control my destiny. I shall cherish this experience no matter what the future holds for me.

Most of my community service has been centered in the Manoa area, but you Makiki residents can rest assured that I will serve the entire district with the zeal and dedication.

I ask you to read this brochure, check my qualifications and the comments of my friends. I sincerely hope you will find me worthy of one of your three votes on September 20, 1980.

With Fondest Aloha,

Tommy Saruwatari
TOMMY'S PERSONAL STATEMENT

Hawaii's famed "ALOHA SPIRIT"

My wife and I have visited many tourist destinations on the mainland, Europe, the Caribbean, Mexico and the Orient. Nowhere, with the possible exception of Bermuda, have we encountered anything like the "Aloha Spirit" that prevails here in Hawaii. On our travels, we met many former Hawaii visitors that rank this "Aloha Spirit" of our people above our natural beauty.

I will do my utmost to preserve this most valuable asset. This spirit must be insilled in our citizenry from the grade school on, and most importantly, to those of us who come into direct contact with our visitors. The bad experiences people encounter while traveling cancel out the many good things about a city or country.

Waikiki and other visitor areas should be kept free of the honky-tonks, the "fast buck" artists and others who harass our visitors. I will work with the State and City to help maintain our "Aloha Spirit."

BACK TO BASICS in schools

During my many years in business, I had the occasion to hire a lot of high school and University students. You will be amazed, or a better term, shocked, at their poor spoken English, their reading, writing and arithmetic. These were mostly students from middle income homes, so you can imagine how much worse it must be in other districts.

I firmly believe individual schools should be given the flexibility to meet the needs of their students. I also believe that given the proper instruction in the basic skills and hence the chance for further education will change the course of the lives of some of our kids... kids that fall by the wayside and turn to crime.

Always Available, Will Listen, Will Act

For nearly all my adult life as a businessman and in the course of community service, I have been listening to people and their problems. I did not have all the answers nor cures for all their problems but I found that there were always others able to help. I believe that is what our system is all about, concerned people pooling their resources to reach a common goal or solution. Let me help you steer our ship in the legislature.

Knows and Understands

Being a long time district resident and having served the community for many years in various capacities, I know and understand your problems and concerns.

Get Most for your Tax Dollars

Having been an independent businessman for nearly thirty years, I know that two of the biggest problems facing us are inflation and the ever increasing cost of living. I will strive to cut waste in government and to get the most for your tax dollars. On the matter of taxes, I will work to simplify our cumbersome tax structure and make it more compatible with the Federal Tax Code.

PEOPLE SPEAK UP FOR TOMMY!!

"After serving with Tommy Saruwatari in the East Manoa Lions Club for the past eleven years, I observed that Tommy is a dedicated and extremely concerned person. To improve the community we live in, to help the people we work and play with, and to do a good job to accomplish these aims, I conclude, are his goals. He strives to do his best. As a member of the House of Representatives, I know that he'll do the same. Tommy has the experience and has had the exposure to cope with many of our problems."

Mr. Charles Ushijima/Representative, Thirteenth District

"Tom Saruwatari knows the problems of the 13th District and its people, and he knows how to get people to work with each other. Tom has always been willing to help others seek political office. I'm glad that he has decided to make the move himself. The Manoa-Makiki area can use his good judgment and experience in the House."

Stuart Ho/Former Representative, The 13th District
“Over the years, Tommy has been real helpful to the schools in the area. He actively lobbied for improvements at the schools. As a Lion’s Club member, he helped clean up and paint up the school grounds and equipment. He has served as chairman for various contests and projects at Noelani School. I wish him success in his new political venture.”

Mr. Hiromu Izumo/Principal, Noelani School

“Manoa residents are well aware of Tommy’s continuous service to this community. He has largely helped make a good place a better place to live. Friends and neighbors I talked to, strongly hope he gets elected to the House because; he would be in a position to be of greater service to a bigger number of people. I’ve known Tommy for twenty years and he has shown throughout the years that he can get the job done.”

Ms. Frances Sato/School Teacher

“I met Tommy Saruwatari the day he opened his Service Station in Manoa Valley. Since then, I have been a steady customer as I found Tommy to be dependable and honest. He is intelligent, and concerned with what happens to Hawaii and its people. A vote for Tommy will help to put this thoughtful, caring man in a position where he can use his fresh ideas and leadership to improve the quality of life in Hawaii.”

Ms. Oma Umbel/Retired Univ. of Hawaii Professor

“With more than 20 years of living in our District, Tommy continues to be an experienced, knowledgeable, active, aggressive and dependable representative in civic and community affairs. Send him to the legislature so he can continue his good work.”

Kiyoshi Hiramatsu/Manager, Manoa State Savings & Loan

“Tommy always stressed the fact that the “Customer is the boss.” He made sure that we treated all customers fairly and politely. As my boss, he was always concerned about my welfare. He helped find me a place to rent and referred me to doctors when I needed medical aid. He was always concerned about the community, helping the schools, churches, and other organizations. I know he’ll make a good legislator.”

James Cagle/Auto Mechanic

“Thomas Saruwatari is a valued friend of the Caseys and has been, since establishing his “Tommy’s Shell Service” in 1968. He is both considerate and efficient; a busy businessman who always takes time to show that he appreciates his customers.

The Caseys are impressed with his supportive interest in school and community affairs. Irene Casey taught two of his daughters, Iris and Anne, in the fifth grade at Manoa School. Mr. and Mrs. Saruwatari have always set high educational standards for their children, making them a pleasure to teach. Irene still treasures a poem written by Iris.

In all business dealings, he has been fair and honest, a loyal friend. We feel sure he will capably serve the community interests as a legislator.”

Mr. & Mrs. James Casey/Mrs. Casey is a retired Manoa School teacher

“Thomas Saruwatari has been active in community affairs because of his deep concern for the welfare as well as the protection of Manoa and Makiki. During the fifteen years I’ve known Thomas, he has been sincere, trustworthy and straightforward and unafraid to stand by his convictions. I believe he will serve us well and make an excellent representative of our community.”

Irene Okawaki/School Teacher

“Tommy has been active in the community and in politics, as far back as I can remember. He has been supporting the various churches in the area. In politics, he has been working for various candidates over the years. It’s about time he considered making a try for the House Seat. I’m confident he will do well.”

Mr. Koon Hin Choy/Insurance Consultant

“Tommy Saruwatari really cares for the children of Hawaii. He always remembered my students, most of whom are from disadvantaged or immigrant families, on special occasions with special treats. He’s concerned with the future generation.”

Ms. Pat Sakai/School Teacher

“Tommy has been our Shell Service Station for many years and we would heartily endorse him to run from the Thirteenth District.”

Mrs. Bernhard Hormann
“Tommy is a great sports fan. He is a strong supporter of University of Hawaii sports teams. He supports Koa Anuenue and has been chairman and president of Hui Alakai, the University of Hawaii basketball booster club. We need people like him to help build the University of Hawaii sports program.”

Mr. Charles Araki/Professor and Former Athlete, University of Hawaii

“Tommy was always available whenever my car needed attention. He did good, dependable work at fair prices. I will miss him. I urge all my friends to vote for him.”

Ms. Violet Anjo

“I am honored to have Tommy and his wife Mabel for friends. They have five wonderful children—well brought up. Tommy will certainly be a good representative for the Thirteenth District. I urge you all to help elect him.”

Ms. Lorraine Maeda/Businesswoman

“I was employed part-time by Tommy. I never saw anytime when Tommy would try take advantage of his customers or his employees. He was always working on some kind of community project. I don’t know where he finds time to do all this.”

Philip Lagmay/Firefighter

“During the gasoline shortage in 1973 to 1974, I remember that Tommy was the only station in the area who opened both morning and night, to take care of the public. Since then, I have been a loyal customer of his. He has been very helpful and efficient. I know he will do a good job as a representative.”

Ms. Emiko Omuro/Housewife

“For over 10 years I have known Tommy as a friend and businessman. I know I can trust and respect his judgment in both areas. His thoughtful consideration of people and issues is important.”

Ms. Ruth Crockett

“Tommy is the kind of generous person who gets involved with lots of community activities, giving his time to help others. He provides quality help, with good ideas, energy, and judgement. I have served with Tommy for the past four years on the Manoa Neighborhood Board, where he has helped resolve many issues with suggestions usually adopted by our group. Tommy is simply a likeable, warm, capable person.”

Mr. Dennis Callan/Manoa Neighborhood Board Member

“I have known Tommy as a businessman for over ten years. I have the utmost respect for his abilities and for his work in the community. He will ably represent us in the Legislature.”

Ms. Betty Kim/Nurse

“In the years I have been associated with Tom, he has clearly demonstrated humanitarian qualities. He is capable, sensitive, and sincere in relating to the people and the problems in his district. I am confident of his willingness to respond to the needs of his constituents. I strongly recommend and hence ask for your support for Tom.”

John C. Kay/Instructor, Iolani School

“Tommy has sponsored or supported teams in various sports in the community. He never hesitated to help teams acquire uniforms or equipment. He being such an avid sports fan, especially University of Hawaii football, basketball, and baseball, too bad he is such a lousy golfer.”

Mr. Russell Mezurashi/Vice President, City Bank

“Tommy and I were business competitors for many years and I always found him to be fair and helpful in our relations. As a fellow Lions club member, I had the pleasure of working with him on various community projects. He is deserving of your vote.”

Masa Okumura/Former Proprietor of Masa’s Gas Shack

“Tommy has been my neighbor, friend, and service station man for nearly fifteen years. He was always available and willing when I needed help. He served as our community association president and did a good job. I urge you to vote for him.”

Kenneth Shimizu/Retired Instructor for Plumbers and Pipefitters Union
FOR A BETTER HAWAII

13th District
STATE REPRESENTATIVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CANDIDATE (A)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CANDIDATE (B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TANIGUCHI, Brian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ELECTION INFORMATION

PRIMARY ELECTION
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1980

GENERAL ELECTION
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1980

POLLING PLACES
1st Precinct ..................... St. Clements Church
2nd Precinct ..................... Makiki District Park
3rd Precinct ..................... Roosevelt High School
4th Precinct ..................... Maryknoll Grade School
5th Precinct ..................... UH Lab School
6th Precinct ..................... Manoa Valley Church
7th Precinct ..................... ’Manoa Elem. School
8th Precinct ..................... St. Pius X Church
9th Precinct ..................... Noelani School

Paid for by Friends for Brian Taniguchi
SENATOR
CARROLL
6th District:
Downtown • Kakaako • Makiki • Moiliili • Waikiki

SENATOR
CARROLL
6th SENATORIAL DISTRICT

Paid for by Citizens for Carroll
906 Financial Plaza of the Pacific
Turk Masuda, Chairman
Dan Yonemori, Honorary Chairman
Walter Nishioka, Campaign Coordinator
Major Issues for the 80's

ON GOVERNMENT SPENDING/TAXES

- Eliminate tax on food and drugs.
- Reduce burden on middle class with a Fair Tax Plan.
- Insure ceiling on government spending.
- Abolish free no-fault auto insurance for non-handicapped welfare recipients.

ON ENERGY

- Continue energy research and development.
- Implement use of alternate energy sources.
- Provide economic incentives for energy conservation.
- Provide safe, useful bikeways for commuters.
- Improve mass rapid transit.

ON CRIME CONTROL

- Establish rights for victims and witnesses of crime.
- Create detailed program for citizen protection and crime prevention.
- Legislate mandatory sentencing for all violent crimes on first conviction.
- Reform today's prison system.
- Punish serious crime with constructive hard labor.

ON SENIOR CITIZENS

- Insure that Social Security and cost of living increases will benefit rather than penalize senior citizens.
- Give local pensioners decent cost of living increases.

One of Hawaii's most respected pilots, Charley Fern, discusses an issue with Senator Carroll.
A man of action

Senator Carroll examines Manoa Stream after clean-up.

ON OVERDEVELOPMENT

- Establish citizen control of zoning.
- Preserve and protect open spaces, beaches, parks, and streams.
- Limit growth in areas of high density.

ON GENERAL AVIATION

- Construct additional airfields to relieve air traffic congestion at Honolulu International Airport.
- Enlist the assistance of U.S. congressmen in securing joint use of airfields at Wheeler AFB or Kaneohe MCAS.

LEGISLATIVE RECORD

A Leader . . . His Record Proves It

- First to propose constitutional right to protect environment—individual citizen's right to take legal action.
- First to propose Shoreline Protection bill.
- First to propose fee simple ownership for condominiums and co-op apartment owners.
- First to file income tax returns with State Ethics Commission.
- First to propose Sunshine Bill—no secret meetings.
- First to propose full protection of Hawaii's vital Leeward Islands.
- First to propose tough bail restrictions.
- First to propose rigid controls for timesharing—ban time-sharing in all residential areas, including Waikiki apartment precincts.

VOTING RECORD

LEGISLATOR'S PENSION BILL ..... NO
PAY RAISE BILL .................. NO
VACATION RENTALS BILL ......... NO
Renter's Tax Credit ................ YES
Property Assessment Reform ...... YES
Welfare Work Requirements ...... YES
Sunshine Bill/Open Hearings ...... YES
Lobbyist Registration ............. YES
Increased Home Exemption ........ YES

RE-ELECT CARROLL
Senator Carroll with Jacques Cousteau.

Jacques Cousteau, world famous ocean explorer:

"Senator Carroll's positions on the protection of Hawaii's Leeward Islands and the prohibition of Nuclear Waste Storage in the Pacific Ocean or the Pacific Islands are absolutely correct. The world needs leaders who are willing to fight for these kinds of ideals."

Hiromu Izumo, Principal
Noelani Elementary School:

"Senator Carroll and I have been friends since 1952. We were fellow students at the University of Hawaii Teacher's College. Senator Carroll has a deep and abiding concern for the children of Hawaii. He is a real friend to Educators. If you are truly concerned about the future of Education in Hawaii, you will join me in re-electing Senator Carroll."

Walter Nishioka, community leader:

"Senator Carroll has actively supported all types of youth activities throughout our community. He has worked for expanded youth activities in Manoa as well as Moiliili, McCully, and Waikiki. The recreational needs of our children is very important to me. Senator Carroll has demonstrated his concern. He deserves our support."

BACKGROUND/EXPERIENCE

- University of Hawaii
  Bachelor of Education, 1956
- St. Mary's University
  Doctor of Jurisprudence, 1965
- Graduate Air Command and Staff College, Graduate Air War College, Judge Advocate, Hawaii National Guard, Korean War Veteran.
- Jet fighter and commercial pilot.
- Practicing Attorney for 15 years.
- State Representative, 1970-1978
  Served in Judiciary, Transportation, Ocean and Fisheries, Environmental Protection, and Education Committees.
- State Senator, 1978 to Present

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL
SENATOR CARROLL
AT 5

RE-ELECT CARROLL
H. WILLIAM BURGESS

© HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 13th DISTRICT
MANOA MAKIKI TANTALUS

H. WILLIAM BURGESS
It is time to reduce the cost and size of government.

“There is a tide in the affairs of men, which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune.”
—Julius Caesar, Act IV, Scene III, William Shakespeare
HAWAII: A NEW DIRECTION FOR THE '80s
by H. William Burgess

I believe that Hawaii and the nation are in the midst of a fundamental change of direction. The tide of economic liberalism which began running in 1932 with the New Deal has crested. The emphasis on social responsibility (exemplified by the well intended programs for the poor, the elderly and the minorities) and reliance on government to solve problems were accepted by both political parties and by the majority of the American people for almost 50 years.

That period has been marked by an ever expanding role for government, ever higher spending and ever higher taxes. The social programs have been paid for by taking money, as taxes, from the productive members of our society and transferring it, as welfare payments or social security or medicare payments to the non-productive members. The government has simply redistributed more and more income each year from the producers to the non-producers.

Yet, in spite of the higher and higher costs, the intended goals of the social programs have generally not been attained. On the national level we have a social security system, intended to help the elderly, which is on the verge of bankruptcy. Here in Hawaii we have seen housing programs, intended to help persons with low income, that end up creating slums or benefitting the favored few. We have seen education which, too often, graduates functional illiterates. We have seen welfare abused by new residents who are able-bodied and unemployment benefits so generous they discourage work. We have seen victims of crime treated worse than the criminals.

Our per capita tax burden is 6th highest in the nation. Our middle class, the workers, the business men and women, the productive people who struggle to buy a home, educate their children, save and invest, who aspire to make better lives for themselves and their families, are being taxed beyond their capacity.

THE TIDE IS TURNING

In Hawaii and other states, there is disillusionment with government, a widespread feeling that government spending is running out of control. This is reflected in the adoption of Proposition 13 in California and the adoption of Constitutional spending and debt limits in the 1978 Constitutional Convention in Hawaii. (I was a member of the Tax and Finance Committee of the '78 Con-Con and worked long and hard to accomplish an effective spending and debt limit.)

We are beginning to realize that every ill cannot be cured by another government program, another task force, another commission, another level of bureaucracy, more regulation and more taxes.
In Congress there is a developing consensus in both political parties to use tax reduction as an incentive to spur investment, help make United States industries more competitive and emphasize job creation in the private sector rather than through public employment programs. Economists and the general public now feel that economic growth and private jobs are far more effective ways to help the poor than income redistribution by government.

I believe that during the 1980s this movement will continue to grow into a tide which, if taken at the flood, will lead on to fortune. If captured, it will sweep Hawaii and the nation toward more limited government, reliance on the market and greater freedom for all of us from governmental interference and control.

Catching this tide and reversing the trend toward bigger government will not be easy. It cannot be done without some pain. Everyone is enthusiastic about reducing taxes and about reducing programs that benefit others. Few are enthusiastic about reducing programs that benefit themselves. Sacrifice is necessary.

We must re-examine basic assumptions and look for new answers. I would:

• Firmly oppose measures which would further expand the power and scope of government in the social and economic aspects of our lives.
• Revise tax laws to encourage savings and investment.
• Revise welfare and unemployment programs so they encourage work and provide incentives for self-help.
• Encourage private business.
• Emphasize conservation of our resources.
• Eliminate unnecessary government regulations.
• Encourage individuals to take responsibility for solving their own problems.
• Be prepared to try new approaches.

If we have the will to catch this tide the rewards will be great. I believe that taxes and inflation can be lightened and the quality of life improved. Each of us can be free to control our own lives in accordance with our own values.

A state Representative, of course, doesn’t play the key role that a President or Governor or other higher office holder would have in formulating the programs which I believe are necessary. However, it is important that you know where I stand and my social and economic views because at the State Legislature in the next decade important decisions will be made and policies formulated in the areas of taxes, education, welfare, regulation of business, building of capital improvements, housing, and the administration of criminal and juvenile justice. I believe that my feelings about these issues are shared by most of the residents of Manoa-Makiki-Tantalus.

Many of you have expressed a wish for a fresh outlook. If elected I will work diligently and with a fresh, innovative and vigorous approach to represent your interests.
H. WILLIAM BURGESS

Occupation: Attorney

Education: University of Virginia Law School LLB 1953, NROTC 4 year scholarship.

Military Service: Captain, Jet Pilot and Legal Officer USMC 1953-1958

Professional Experience: Started Law Practice in Hilo 1958. Returned to Honolulu in 1960. Full time private civil practice in Honolulu since then. Member of Hawaii, Virginia and American Bar Associations. Served on Executive Board of Ethics Committee and Chairman of ad hoc Committee on Neighborhood Justice Centers of the Hawaii Bar Association.

Introducing Chief Justice William S. Richardson and Judge Griffin Bell, former Attorney General of the United States, Aug. 5, 1980 — NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTER OF HONOLULU.

Community Activities: Founder and President of Neighborhood Justice Center of Honolulu, Inc., 1979 to Present; Delegate 1978 Constitutional Convention (served on committees on Tax & Finance and Judiciary); Member of Makiki-Lower Punchbowl-Tantalus Neighborhood Board 1977 to present; Member Makiki Community Association, Common Cause, Downtown Improvement Association, A.C.L.U., Historic Hawai‘i Foundation; President, Legal Aid Society 1969-1970; Served on the Public Defender Council 1969-1972 which set up the first Office of Public Defender in Hawaii; President, Bikers Hawaii 1970, helped accomplish the University Avenue Bikeway; Resident of Manoa-Makiki District for 21 years.


Family: Wife, Sandra Puanani Burgess. 4 children, Liza 22, Bill Jr 20, Becky 17, Tim 15 and stepson Toti 13, all born in Hawaii.
Hope your summer was an enjoyable one. I trust you and your family are healthy and in good spirits.

As you can tell from the stationary, I am writing to ask you to support Brian Taniguchi for State Representative from the Manoa/Makiki district.

Brian was born and raised in Manoa. He attended Manoa Elementary, Stevenson, Roosevelt, Monmouth College in Illinois, the University of Hawaii and the University of Hawaii School of Law. He is now an attorney in private practice, having just completed a two-year clerkship with Judge Hiroshi Kato of the State Circuit Court.

As a candidate for the House of Representatives, Brian brings with him a wealth of experience and knowledge. Besides his legal background, Brian has worked with a number of resident housing groups, local farmers and various youth-service agencies. He is a sensitive and sincere person and will serve us well in the Legislature.

Please give him your vote and spread the word about his candidacy. Whatever you can do will be greatly appreciated. Many thanks for your time and effort.
13th District
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Makiki (D) Manoa

Paid for by Friends for Brian Taniguchi
BULK RATE
U.S. POSTAGE
PAID
Permit No. 1381
Honolulu, HI
Independent and Energetic

Manoa and Makiki are two very special communities. The people who live here have developed a style of living all their own. Who could better represent these people than someone who knows and understands them?

Brian's grandparents established their home in Manoa over 40 years ago. For three generations, his family has lived and worked with the people who have made this a strong community. This is home for Brian and his wife, Jan. What happens in this district is a very real part of their lives.

We need Brian to represent us in the Legislature. A dynamic worker, Brian combines his skills and experience with a vision of what Manoa and Makiki should be. As an independent candidate, Brian's door will always be open to us. More importantly, Brian has a deep-rooted understanding of our community. This can make all the difference in the world.

From the District

Personal Background
Born: Honolulu — 1951
Age: 28 years old
Married to the former Janice Nomura — 1974
Parents: Seiso and Ruth Taniguchi
Brother and Sister: Lance and Lauren

Education
Manoa School
Stevenson Intermediate
Manoa Japanese Language School
Roosevelt High School — Class of 1969
Monmouth College, Monmouth, Illinois
University of Hawaii, Manoa — B.A. — 1973
University of Hawaii School of Law
Juris Doctor — 1978

Qualified and Experienced

Legal Background
Licensed Attorney
Admission to Hawaii Bar — 1978
Law Clerk and Bailiff
Judge Hiroshi Kato, State Circuit Court
Researcher
Mukai, Ichiki, Raffetto and MacMillan
Legal Assistant
Fujiyama, Duffy and Fujiyama

Planning and Housing Development Experience
Project Coordinator, Critical Areas Study
Team, Hawaii Housing Authority
Community Organizer
Old Vineyard Street Residents Association
Housing Advisor
Waimanalo Residents' Housing
Development Corporation

Community Involvement Activities
Board Member
Manoa Neighborhood Board
Co-founder and Program Coordinator
Waipahu Youth Project

Legislative and Political Experience
Research Aide to Governor John A. Burns
Legislative Liaison
Waipahu Community Association

Brian discusses issues with Yoshio Miura.
WILLIAM S. "Farmer Bill" KAWAHARA, (D)
Candidate for the County Council, tells his story

Dear friends:

I am William Seizo "Bill" Kawahara, candidate for the Kona seat on the Hawaii County Council.

Since I am offering myself to serve you in a public service capacity, I believe it is proper that I take this means to tell about myself.

I was born in Kona on June 3, 1915, the second of 11 children of Selsak and Kona Kawahara who came from Japan in the early 1900's and lived in Kona the rest of their lives.

I attended the Kona public schools and was graduated from the University of Hawaii in 1936, majoring in business and economics and in Journalism.

I have been variously employed in such capacities as educational adviser for the Civilian Conservation Corps, newspaper reporter, sales representative, defense worker, retail and wholesale produce dealer, agent in securities and real estate in addition to being your councilman since 1972.

I lived and worked in Honolulu for about 3 decades but I have always held a deep interest in the welfare of the Big Island and I have actively promoted for its advancement. For many years, the Big Island was a "depressed area", its population dropping from about 65,000 in the 30's to about half that figure in the next two decades. It wasn't many years ago when the population caught up to where it was decades ago.

I have been a promoter of the Big Island practically all my life.

In 1958, I was the first to advocate construction of the Kona Coast Highway from Kailua to Kawaihae and this was completed in 1975. This has made possible development of lands from Kohala to Kona and is having and will continue to have untold economic benefits in the future.

Another area of economic assistance by the government that I have advocated over most of my lifetime is the development of water supply resources.

Wrote Mr. Akira Fujimoto, the then manager of the Hawaii County department of water supply, in 1970: "I was impressed with the great interest you have shown through these many years of the development of much-needed water in Kona."

In 1958, I proposed diversion of run-off water from the east slopes of Mauna Kea around to Pohakuloa for eventual gravity flow to Waimea and Kona.

This is a highly feasible project with great potential and will eventually be implemented.

This will bring to reality the Waimea-Kona "bread-basket of Hawaii." When this happens, we need no longer only dream of making Hawaii produce self-sufficient. This is the "San Joaquin Valley of Hawaii."

Since ancient times, the people of this island have attempted to provide a direct overland travel route between Kona and Hilo. This was attempted by Dr. Judd in the mid-1800's.

The time is at hand when we must get busy and bring this to reality. Reducing the travelling distance between these points by 100 percent means untold savings in time, effort and fuel.

This matter is being seriously looked into by the combined efforts of the Hilo Contractors' Association and the Big Island Chambers of Commerce.

There must be a fresh look at the question of use of the vast lands that lie between our main mountains. This covers perhaps a million acres and we must give it serious thought as to its preservation and highest and best use.

I submit that use of high explosive missiles in this area should be stopped as soon as possible.

We need to convert use of these lands for recreation, food production, homesites and scientific purposes.

We must tie in the development of the science facilities on Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa and further develop science research facilities on the flatlands.

This would be an ideal place for space-oriented projects.

This would be a superb site for establishment of a science research center and a "think tank".

Hawaii has an obligation as soon as possible to restore and accord the proper respect and importance to King Umi's Temple of Peace located on the flat eastern slopes of Hualalai.

This restored "Shrine of Peace" may be an attraction that should gain worldwide attention.

The Heiau would be made accessible by the Hilo-Kona highway.

The full development of Hilo City is an objective that calls for our immediate attention.

The absolute need of tsunami threat alleviation for Hilo's restoration and proper development has been stated clearly recently by Mr. Don Peakele, administrative assistant to U.S. Senator Daniel K. Inouye.

This is the way for Hilo. Let's get with it!

A concerted Island-wide beautification program must be started immediately with coordination between all levels of government and the community.

Landowners should be encouraged to reforest their barren, denuded lands or at least plant small forests and windbreaks for soil conservation, beautification and elimination of wind hazards.

The long stretches of treeless highways in Kona and Kohala should be lined with trees available free at government nurseries and elsewhere.

A concerted drive should be made to convert Hilo into an outstanding "city of flowers".

The courtyard of the county building can lead the way by being transformed into an orchid garden with hapu trees and flowering orchids which will be contributed gladly by the citizenry.

A program should be started and carried out to plant flowering trees along all our main boulevards and highways. There are many kinds of flowering trees that can be used such as royal poinciana, jacaranda and willow.

The planting of colorful border plants and flowers such as impatiens should be encouraged for public as well as private places.

Let's move ahead, Hawaii!
Nothing speaks more clearly than experience.
ON SEPT. 20, 1980
ONCE AGAIN I HUMBLY
ASK FOR YOUR VALUABLE
VOTES

RE ELECT
UNE O "MOON" SAMESHIMA
COUNCILMAN (KOH-)
POWER OF TRUTH
POWER OF VOTES
POWER OF PEOPLE
Now, more than ever,
We need a special man.

About FRANK...

AGE: 46, July 2, 1934.

FAMILY: Wife Phoebe, daughters Brenda and Carolyn, parents Frank and Virginia De Luz.

EDUCATION: Paauilo School, Honokaa High.

OCCUPATION: Businessman, Rancher and Land Management Consultant.

POLITICAL EXPERIENCE: 8 years on the County Council, Chairman Planning and Research Comm., Chairman, Legislative Comm., Vice-Chairman Finance Comm., Served on Public Works Comm.

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES: 1968 Outstanding Young Man of the Community Jaycees, Member Democratic Party since age 18, Member Honokaa Businessmen's Assoc., Member Forester Lodge, PTG Vice-Pres. St. Joseph's, Member School Board St. Joseph's, Pres. Federation for the Blind.

Please Kokua
Frank DE LUZ®
for Councilman at Large

Paid for by
Kokua Frank DE LUZ a Committee, Harold Fukamizu, Chairman
JOIN THE TEAM

WINNER ON THE FIELD

All Pro NFL
Sound Mind . . . Strong Body

JOIN THE TEAM

WINNER IN THE COMMUNITY

Youth and Education
Sound Mind . . . Strong Body

Paid for by Friends of Rocky Freitas
Harold Han - Chairman, Harry Kawamoto - Treasurer

A COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE

MARY LOUISE JARDINE

ROCKY!

ROCKY FREITAS
House of Representatives (D)
13th District -- Manoa-Makiki

ROCKY

FREITAS ©

13th REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT
Most of you know Rocky Freitas as an Outstanding Athlete, one who always gave 100% on the football field. He has always believed in doing his best.

As Your Legislator, He will continue to give 100%.

As Your Legislator, He will be a strong voice for the 13th Representative District.

As Your Legislator, He will be a strong voice for Youth and Education.

As Your Legislator, He will be a leader in the fight against crime.

As your Legislator, He will support programs to assist small businesses.

Dedication and Perseverance coupled with leadership, team work and fair play have provided Rocky with a deep Commitment to Excellence.

Now he wants to put this commitment and this dedication to work for you in the Legislature.

A COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE
HIRAM K. KAMAKA, keiki banau o ka aina, grew up in Windward Oahu's verdant Waikane Valley. Over the past 20 years, he has quietly established an outstanding record of public service that reflects his deep feeling for our Islands and our future:

- Graduate of St. Anthony's and St. Louis High School.
- U.S. Army, 1945-47.
- Creighton University School of Law, 1952.
- First elected to the Territorial House of Representatives in 1958; served as Vice Speaker, Chairman of Tourism Committee, Vice Chairman of House Finance Committee.
- Reelected for six consecutive terms, serving as Chairman of the House Appropriations Committee from 1965-68.
- Elected Delegate to the 1968 Constitutional Convention.
- After retiring from elective office, recalled to public service to cabinet-level position as State Director of Finance from 1969 to 1974 during the Administration of the late Governor John A. Burns.
- Private practice in law since December 1974.

Hiram Kamaka: a qualified and experienced native son of Hawaii who can lead this city to a new beginning.
HIRAM KAMAKA on the Issues:

CRIME:
• Convict criminals; don’t coddle them!
• Build police mini-stations in all major neighborhoods.
• Renew police rapport with the community.

HOUSING:
• Quit regulating housing to death so the industry can build affordable homes for our people.
• Public land is available — let’s use it for needed housing!
• Quit fighting over Kakaako and start developing a joint plan with the State so we can begin rebuilding our inner city.

MASS TRANSIT:
• Improve bus services and make more efficient use of existing facilities.
• Put an end to the billion-dollar, Mainland-style fixed-rail mass transit proposal. It’s a white elephant, and we’ll never stop paying for it.

GOVERNMENT SERVICES:
• Expand satellite city halls by including State services — take government out to where people live.

Result:
• Save on gas and transportation costs.
• Open up freeways and reduce downtown traffic congestion.
• Let people work where they live.

HAD ENOUGH OF MACHINE POLITICS?
HAD ENOUGH OF CITY-STATE FEUDING?
HAD ENOUGH OF ONE-MAN RULE?
HAD ENOUGH OF EMPTY PROMISES?

Then cast your vote for a New Beginning with HIRAM KAMAKA Democrat . . . the best qualified candidate for Mayor!

Neither the State machine nor the City machine offers any real programs to do what needs to be done.

HIRAM KAMAKA offers you a real choice!
• He’ll end machine politics!
• He’ll end the feuding!
• He’ll end one-man rule!
• He promises you one thing only — He’ll run the City for your interests!
DRINK THIS TEA
AND VOTE FOR ME
MOON SAMESHIMA COUNCILMAN-Koh.
ON SEP. 20 1980

"PATRIOTS"
"THESE RASCALS"
"THE BOSTON"
"REMEMBER"

"THE BOSTON TEA PARTY"
"THESE RASCALS"
"PATRIOTS"

FOR THE PERFECT CUP OF TEA
Use one bag per cup. Pour boiling water over tea bag. Brew for 3 to 5 minutes and serve steaming hot.
ELECT LES BROWN
BOARD OF EDUCATION

* QUALITY EDUCATION
* DISCIPLINE
* SAFE CAMPUSES
* RESTORE VALUES
* COMPETENCY TESTING
* NUTRITIOUS MEALS

= OW =  L =  X
*Education*

B.S. EDUCATION
University of New York

*Experience*

TEACHER - New York State
    - Hawaii
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII - CCECS
OFFICER - USAR - 440th Medical Co.
    1159th USAR School
REAL ESTATE BROKER
BOWLING CENTER - Owned & Operated
RACE TRACK - Owned & Operated
APPRAISER - STATE OF HAWAII
Department of Taxation
AUCTIONEER

*Community*

International Assoc. of Assessing Officers
Subarea Council - State Health Planning &
    Development Agency (Assoc. Member)
Hawaii Mental Health Assoc. (Board of Directors)
Hawaii County Nutrition Committee - 1979 Chairman
Hawaii County Wellness Celebration - 1979
    Co-Chairman
American Legion
Christ Lutheran Church (Stewardship Chairman)

*Family*

Married to BARBARA C. BROWN (former Teacher)
Daughter HEATHER LYNN, attends Keaau School

If you want a Board of Education member who
cares and will represent you and your neighbors
Vote for LES BROWN on Nov. 4th

YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!!!

MAHALO!!
ELECT Eileen Anderson MAYOR

Honolulu needs responsible leadership. To Eileen Anderson that's just the beginning.

TALKING STORY.
— Eileen

“I enrolled at the University of Hawaii and at that time the University still had a lot of old shacks that were brought in after the war to take care of the veterans who had come back home to get an education. It was a good time to go to school because the men far outnumbered the women.”

— Cliff

“I first met Eileen in 1949. And I remember I had ROTC drill that morning. And after drill we went over to the snack bar and had coffee and that’s when I was introduced to Eileen. I asked her to go to the movies at the Waikiki Theater that Friday night. And she said yes. That was our first date.”

— Cliff

“As our children grew older it became a bigger and bigger community. And working with the community has always been our thing. Not only because we enjoyed it but because we enjoyed the people. And when you are responsible for a lot of people rather than just yourself, it’s more satisfying. Working in the police department, that was my thing, you could help people. Eileen went into government service because she assumed that was where she could be of the greatest help. We’ve made a lot of good friends by doing all these things. And the best part of it is that we enjoyed it.”

— Eileen

“To me, I have the feeling that we have to get back to the spirit of the old days where we look at Honolulu as just a very large community. It disturbs me sometimes that so many people seem to be going off in their own direction interested only in themselves and their own concerns. We need to return to the feeling that we’re all part of this island and it is, after all, a very small island in a very large world. And we need to work together if we’re going to make life better for all of us.”
— Eileen

"Now that our children are grown Cliff and I are sort of branching out on a new part of our lives. Instead of just worrying about our own family, we can concern ourselves with some of the things that people are concerned about in the community . . . the larger community that everyone should be concerned about. Now is the opportunity to step out and broaden our perspective, to do something for the community as a whole. It's an exciting time."

Eileen Anderson has been in government service for 24 years. Starting in the Territorial Government's Personnel Department in the 1950's, she worked with the Legislature, the City Council and, finally, as the Budget Director of the State of Hawaii. Now she is running for Mayor of the City and County of Honolulu, a job for which she is eminently qualified. But first, Eileen Anderson is a wife, a mother, a person. You should know her. You'd like her.
— Eileen

“Well, I first came to Hawaii in 1947 because my father got a job with the F.A.A. and I was a college freshman. It sounded like a very romantic thing to do, fly out to Hawaii and see what it was like. I spent my first summer on the beach at Lanikai... my parents had rented a small cottage there. I didn’t know a soul in Hawaii so I just relaxed and enjoyed that gorgeous side of the island. And I still love it.”

— Eileen

“One thing I remember is that when Cliff and I were going to get married we went to meet his family. They were a large and very warm Hawaiian family. And very generous. Clifford’s mother and all her friends got together and made one of those beautiful Hawaiian quilts which they gave to my mother. It was a labor of love and my mother never forgot their generosity.”

— Eileen

“We went to Maui on our honeymoon. We had no money but a friend of ours loaned us their house at Kula so we took the old TPA Airlines which now, of course, is Aloha Airlines and flew to Maui. And we were the only passengers on the plane. I think there were a couple of cows in the back. All our family friends came down and threw rice as we got on board the plane. It was really embarrassing. Even ’til today.”
Leader Under Chuck Marsland’s direction and leadership, the Career Criminal Unit established one of the most enviable records of any such Unit in the U.S., taking 45 cases for trial and obtaining 45 convictions and securing the only syndicate convictions in Honolulu since 1974.

Prosecutor Marsland has won more murder cases and obtained more syndicate convictions than all five of the original candidates for prosecutor combined.

Professional An attorney of untouchable integrity, Marsland has served as deputy prosecuting attorney, deputy corporation counsel and deputy attorney general, in addition to serving as the first Director of the Career Criminal Unit.

Administrator Marsland engaged in the private practice of law for 15 years.

Dedicated Born and raised in Honolulu, Chuck Marsland has a deep love for Hawaii and is committed to making our city safe again.

Elect Chuck Marsland

Marsland for Prosecutor, Frank Der Yuen & Pam Yamamoto, Co-Chairmen,
Dear Mary Toy

I have been working closely with Representative Carol Fukunaga. I know that she is concerned about Manoa and Makiki and is not afraid to take action. Please kokua—support her re-election.

Mahalo,

Maseeko i Edward

Mary Louise Jardine
“Our tomorrow depends on you today”
—Representative Carol Fukunaga
Please remember to vote this Saturday, Sept. 20th!

You’ll be voting at:

Precinct 1  St. Clement’s Church
Precinct 2  Makiki District Park
Precinct 3  Roosevelt High School
Precinct 4  Maryknoll Grade School
Precinct 5  University Lab School
Precinct 6  Manoa Valley Church
Precinct 7  Manoa Elementary School
Precinct 8  St. Pius X Church
Precinct 9  Noelani Elementary School

Randy Vitousek, Rodney Sato and Rhonda and Jan Nishimura, Coordinators
NEIGHBORHOOD BOARD
ELECTION NOTICE

MAIL-IN BALLOT

* REGISTRATION DEADLINE FOR MAIL-IN BALLOTS: POSTMARKED NO LATER THAN 1-19-81.
* CANDIDACY FILING DEADLINE: 4:30 P.M., 1-19-81 OR POSTMARKED NO LATER THAN 1-19-81.
* CANDIDACY WITHDRAWAL DEADLINE: 4:30 P.M., 2-3-81.
* BALLOT DISTRIBUTION TO VOTERS DEADLINE: 3-27-81.
* MAIL-IN BALLOT DEADLINE: POSTMARKED NO LATER THAN 4-20-81.
* ELECTION RESULTS: 5-1-81.

Residents will be offered a new system of participating in the upcoming May 1, 1981 Neighborhood Board elections through voting by mail. No poll sites will be established; votes will be cast by mail-in ballots only.

ALL RESIDENTS ARE URGED TO PARTICIPATE, BUT YOU MUST REGISTER TO VOTE IF YOU ARE NOT CURRENTLY REGISTERED FOR THE GENERAL ELECTIONS WITH THE STATE ELECTION OFFICE. PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN THE FORM ON PAGE 2 MARKED "MAIL-IN BALLOT REGISTRATION."

Mail-in ballots will be sent to you along with a brief profile of each candidate. A postage-paid business reply envelope will be attached to facilitate ballot returns. Any registered voter not receiving a ballot by March 27, 1981, should notify the Neighborhood Commission office; a second ballot will be mailed to you. All mail-in ballots postmarked through April 20, 1981, will be accepted.

We earnestly hope that this mail-in ballot system will increase citizen participation in the upcoming Neighborhood Board elections, and at the same time, elevate the level of interest in Neighborhood Board activities.

WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO USE THE MAIL-IN BALLOTS TO ELECT THE NEIGHBORHOOD BOARD CANDIDATE OF YOUR CHOICE.

CANDIDACY/VOTING PROCEDURE

Candidacy is open to all residents of Oahu 18 years and older, including military, aliens, and voters not registered for the General Election. Candidates must be residents of the district or sub-district in which they are running. Please consult the map in this brochure for information on district and sub-district boundaries. To file for candidacy fill out the candidacy form on page 2, and send it to the Neighborhood Commission Office, 4th Floor, City Hall, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813.

ALL CANDIDACY FORMS MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE NEIGHBORHOOD COMMISSION OFFICE NO LATER THAN JANUARY 19, 1981 4:30 p.m. OR POSTMARKED NO LATER THAN JANUARY 19, 1981. NO FILING FEES OR NOMINATING SIGNATURES ARE REQUIRED.

Voting is open to all residents of Oahu 18 years and older including military, aliens, and voters not registered for the General Election. Proof of age and residence is required prior to balloting; therefore, please sign the statement on the mail-in ballot registration form to complete registration. Consult the map as depicted for district and sub-districts.
MAIL-IN BALLOT REGISTRATION

If you are not a currently registered voter of the State of Hawaii, use this application form to register for your mail-in ballot for the Neighborhood Board election in your community. Please complete this form and return it by mail or in person to: THE NEIGHBORHOOD COMMISSION, CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU, 4th FLOOR, CITY HALL, HONOLULU, HAWAII, 96813. You will receive a mail-in ballot one month before the election date. Registered voters will automatically receive a mail-in ballot. Registration for the Neighborhood Board elections does not constitute registration for any other type of State elections.

I hereby affirm that the information on my name, address, and social security number are true and that I am 18 years or older and make my principle residence at the address listed on this form.

signature

DEADLINE FOR MAIL-IN BALLOT REGISTRATION IS JANUARY 19, 1981. For additional mail-in ballot forms or if a registered voter does not receive a ballot by March 27, 1981, contact the Neighborhood Commission at 523-4087; additional ballots will be mailed.

---cut here and return---

DECLARATION OF CANDIDACY FORM

Do certify that I am a resident of Neighborhood No. as defined in section 2-1 (f)* of the Neighborhood Plan and do declare that I am a candidate for election to the Neighborhood Board in Sub-district No. in which I reside, the date of said election to be May 1, 1981; I do hereby affirm that I believe in the principles and guidelines of the Neighborhood Plan, and if elected, I will to the best of my ability, seek to carry out and abide by the provisions of said Plan in performing my duties as a member of my Neighborhood Board.

The name I wish placed on the ballot is:

LAST NAME (please print) FIRST MIDDLE OR INITIALS

and my principle address is:

and my mailing address is:

telephone numbers: BUSINESS RESIDENCE UNLISTED RESIDENTIAL

date of birth signature

(not official unless signed)

Information provided by candidates in this section will be published in the Commission's ELECTION CANDIDATE PROFILE. Due to space limitations, qualifications must be limited to 10 words; list them in order of preference.

PERSONALITY PROFILE:

(please print) NEIGHBORHOOD BOARD NO.

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES: indicate most recent affiliation, name of organization, position, etc.

EDUCATION: indicate highest level completed, areas of study, degrees, honors, etc.

WORK EXPERIENCE: indicate present job, location, or status (i.e., retired)

CANDIDACY FILING DEADLINE: MONDAY, JANUARY 19, 1981, 4:30 P.M. This must be returned to the Neighborhood Commission office or postmarked no later than January 19, 1981. Candidates are advised to call 523-4087 to confirm that your candidacy form has been received. A written notice must be filed with the Commission no later than February 3, 1981, if a candidate decides to withdraw from the election; contact the Neighborhood Commission for withdrawal forms.

* Section 2-1 (f): *resident" is one who has his dwelling or place of abode within the Neighborhood.
REMEMBER TO VOTE!

If you have not received your ballot by March 27, 1981, contact the Neighborhood Commission at 523-4087, additional ballots will be mailed.
It's up to you...

THE NEIGHBORHOOD BOARD SYSTEM

The Neighborhood Board system began in 1972 when the Revised City Charter called for the establishment of a Neighborhood Commission. The Neighborhood Commission was given the responsibility of formulating a Neighborhood Plan outlining a system of Neighborhood Boards on Oahu. In reviewing the City Charter, the Charter Commission envisioned a City government in Honolulu that is more open and responsive to the needs of the people. Out of this concern, the Neighborhood Boards were created as a means by which grass root participation could be channeled into the decision-making process of the City. Ultimately, the success of this program is totally dependent on you, the residents of the City and County of Honolulu. The initiative for full citizen participation must come from the people themselves.

There are 28 Neighborhood Boards on Oahu actively addressing issues and concerns which directly affect their communities. Neighborhood Boards function in an advisory role to the City Council and City administration. They make recommendations on a number of City government related issues and serve as a public forum for the communities. Other activities of the Neighborhood Boards may include the study and review of land use changes, capital improvement projects, and delivery of government services. Neighborhood Boards may also establish community goals, objectives, and priorities.

Through the Neighborhood Boards, you have the opportunity to directly participate and influence local decision-making affecting your community. You can play a significant part in making City government more responsive to community needs.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL THE NEIGHBORHOOD COMMISSION OFFICE, CITY HALL, HONOLULU, HAWAII 96813; TELEPHONE: 523-4087
CANDIDATES ARE ADVISED TO CALL 523-4087 TO CONFIRM THAT YOUR CANDIDACY FORM HAS BEEN RECEIVED.
Aloha!

Ann Kobayashi has been Manoa Pop Warner's strongest and most consistent supporters. Pop Warner football has been an important part of my life and I consider myself fortunate to have been able to meet and work with such an outstanding person as Ann.

Ann is now running for the State Senate from our district. She is competent, bright, and best of all, she truly cares about the children of Hawaii. In addition, she packs impressive credentials as a long-time participant in the legislative arena.

I would like very much to see Ann Kobayashi elected to the Senate. The elections in November will be very close and Ann will need all the support we can offer her.

Please give Ann Kobayashi your vote on election day, November 4.

Mahalo,
The Pop Warner Gang
ANN KOBAYASHI

FOR SENATOR
6th Senatorial District
The residents of Manoa-Makiki now have an excellent opportunity to send one of its favorite daughters — Ann Kobayashi — to the Senate.

Ann has long and deep roots in Manoa-Makiki. She was raised in this special and unique area and was educated in the district’s public schools: Lincoln Elementary, Stevenson Intermediate and Roosevelt High.

Ann has a deep love and concern for Manoa-Makiki. She and her husband Paul have raised their children in the area where she also lived and went to school as a child. But, Ann’s not a dreamer. She knows the area can never be returned to the way it was before, but she knows that proper planning, taking tougher stands in battling crime, and having legislators who know exactly what the district’s needs are can make Manoa-Makiki a beautiful area for its residents and the generations to come.

As Chairman of the Manoa Neighborhood Board, Ann has been working long and hard at the local level to ensure that her neighbors and fellow citizens have responsible input when the decisions are being made about their neighborhood and its future.

Ann has also been in the forefront in battling crime — our number one problem. As a member of the Honolulu Police Commission, International Association of Chiefs of Police, Hawaii State Law Enforcement Association, and Chamber of Commerce Crime Committee, Ann has been on the front line, personally taking strong and tough stands against the criminal element. Now, Ann would like to take her personal and longtime cause against crime to the State Senate where strict and workable laws can be made.

Many, many people of Manoa-Makiki are working long and hard to elect their “favorite daughter” — a daughter of Manoa-Makiki — to the State Senate. Manoa-Makiki needs Ann in the State Senate.

With your support, Ann Kobayashi will become Manoa-Makiki’s favorite Senator.
"Ann Kobayashi will make an outstanding Senator. I cannot think of anyone running for Senate this year who has more experience in the legislature and the qualifications needed to tackle the big problems in the legislature. As a Senator, I know the job that has to be done. With Ann in the Senate, all of us will be closer towards providing the solutions that need to be found. I wholeheartedly recommend a vote for Ann Kobayashi as your next Senator. I look forward to serving with her in the State Senate."

Senator John S. Carroll

"I have worked with Ann on the Manoa Neighborhood Board and I know she is one of the most competent candidates this year. Her political knowledge and experience in the district will truly make her an outstanding Senator."

Marvin Dang
Manoa Neighborhood Board

"I've been telling people, for years, that government can put half of its problems to rest if it were run like a business. Ann Kobayashi has a proven track record of success in business in addition to her experience in politics and countless years of dedicated service in the community. Ann understands that government should not allow wasteful spending of our tax dollars. Ann Kobayashi is my choice for the Senate."

Frank Arakaki
Businessman

"Ann came so close last election and I was terribly disappointed. I know she has everything going for her this time around. She is sincere, dedicated, and qualified. Her stands on the issues are sound and responsible — especially when it concerns the senior citizens. I know Ann has a special place in her heart for the seniors and will help in keeping their priorities from being lost in the legislative shuffle."

Miss Martha Daniels
Arcadia Resident

"I have known Ann for quite some time and one thing that has always impressed me about her is the genuine concern she has for kids. She is honestly committed to providing them the best future possible."

Joe Katsunuma
Noted Sports Figure

"I spend almost all of my spare time coaching and working with kids as a Pop Warner Coach. Many of our activities depend on outside help and involvement. Ann has never let us down. Her consistent support shows me that she is someone who really cares about our youth. I see this same caring in everything she does. I don't think there is anyone I would rather see as my Senator."

Harold Han
Football Coach
ANN KOBAYASHI

A Record of Accomplishment!

Personal Background
- Born in Honolulu on April 10, 1937
- Attended Lincoln Elementary, Stevenson Intermediate and Roosevelt High Schools
- Attended Pembroke College and Northwestern University
- Vice President and Secretary of a family corporation
- Husband, Dr. Paul Y. Kobayashi, Dental Surgeon
- Three Children—Mark, Dale and Susan
- Selected Hawaii Young Mother of the Year in 1972
- Her parents, Dr. and Mrs. Mori Hayashi, and her husband's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kobayashi, are also residents of the Sixth Senatorial District

Legislative Background
- Legislative Aide and Personal Representative to Senator Wadsworth Yee (Current)
- Legislative Aide and Personal Representative to Senator Eureka Forbes (Four Years)
- Has Done Extensive Constituent and Community Work for both Senators Yee and Forbes

Community Service
- Chairman, Manoa Neighborhood Board
- American Red Cross Board of Directors
- Honolulu Police Commission
- American Cancer Society Board of Directors
- Manoa Pop Warner Board of Directors
- McCully Business Association
- Hawaii Dental Association, Women’s Auxiliary
- Hawaii State Law Enforcement Assn.
- Kuakini Hospital Auxiliary
- Chamber of Commerce Crime Committee
- South Young Street Residents Assn.
- International Assn. of Chiefs of Police

Friends of Ann Kobayashi

Giovanni Chung, Chairman
"Our tomorrow depends on you today"

- Representative Carol Fukunaga
Please remember to vote this Saturday, Sept. 20th!

Carol Fukunaga

You’ll be voting at:

Precinct 1 St. Clement’s Church
Precinct 2 Makiki District Park
Precinct 3 Roosevelt High School
Precinct 4 Maryknoll Grade School
Precinct 5 University Lab School
Precinct 6 Manoa Valley Church
Precinct 7 Manoa Elementary School
Precinct 8 St. Pius X Church
Precinct 9 Noelani Elementary School

Randy Vitousek, Rodney Sato and Rhonda and Jan Nishimura, Coordinators

Dear Mary Lou,

I have been working closely with Representative Carol Fukunaga. I know that she is concerned about Manoa and Makiki and is not afraid to take action. Please kokua—support her re-election.

Mahalo,

Masahiko Edward
You may have seen this picture in the paper recently. The de Heer blimp is an example of Lighter-than-Airships. I am proposing the use of much larger airships for Hawaii. Airships are energy efficient. Potentially, they provide safe, economical, energy efficient service for Hawaii and the Pacific. More than half of Hawaii's energy is spent on transportation. With airships in service, large energy savings can be achieved; bringing relief to consumers burdened by rising fuel costs. Our future requires constructive and positive alternatives. As your Representative, I am committed to the best possible future for all of us in our community.

Friends for Gerald de Heer

MARY LOUISE JARDINE

CONSTRUCTIVE POSITIVE

Representative Gerald de Heer

Gerald de Heer is seeking his second term as your State Representative. With a Constructive and Positive approach, Gerald de Heer brings a fresh, new, creative perspective to government. As your representative, he understands that good legislation is developed by listening and working together with people.

"Good legislation is developed through plain talk between legislators and their constituents. As your representative, I will always be available to you because that's when open government begins."

(courtesy John Titchen, Honolulu Star Bulletin)
Representative Gerald de Heer

As your Representative, I am turning to you for your valued support. It has been a privilege to serve you. My purpose is to continue to represent you in the most constructive and positive way possible.

The Tenth State Legislature strongly supported improvements in our public schools, at Makiki Park and Manoa Valley Parks. I want to continue to work hard for these and many other constructive and positive community projects.

For the past two years, I have been a member of the important House Finance Committee, Vice-Chairman of the House Committee on Employment Opportunities and Labor Relations, a member of the House Committees on Public Employment and Government Operations, Tourism, Transportation, State General Plan, and several special committees. Through many long hours, I had the responsibility to review every state program, department, general, and functional plans. The committees worked many long hours reviewing every aspect of state government. While much remains to be done, I can note many solid accomplishments including government spending ceilings, further development of the State General Plan, and passage of critical tax review legislation.

Together, we must work for affordable housing, a community safe from crime, and educational system and job market that embraces forward looking and open ended potential. By the end of this decade, our energy issues must be behind us, our economy strong, and our state's leadership in communication, technology, agriculture, and business, well established.

Accomplishments and Objectives

- Improvements at Makiki and Manoa Valley Parks
- Complete repair and maintenance of Public Schools
- Improved road, bus, and bicycle systems
- Inexpensive, safe interisland transit
- No nuclear waste storage
- Hawaii as a Pacific leader in business, communications, agriculture, aquaculture, and technology

Education

- Stevenson Intermediate School
- Roosevelt High School
- University of Hawaii (Manoa)

Experience

- State Representative
- Presidential Elector
- Executive Intern (Progressive Neighborhoods Program)
- radio newscaster

Community Involvement

- Manoa Neighborhood Board (1977-1979)
- Makiki Park Advisory Council
- Friends of Manoa Library
- Manoa Jaycees
Violent crime is the number one problem on Oahu. We must stop recycling violent criminals into the community. Help me do so by giving me your vote.
Lee SPENCER'S SIX-POINT PROGRAM

The battle against Honolulu's alarming growth of crime cannot be waged with vague campaign promises. Lee Spencer has developed a hard-hitting six-point program which he would put to work immediately to improve the effectiveness of the Prosecutor's Office in Honolulu:

- Organize the office into specialized departments, allowing each of the deputy prosecutors to become knowledgeable experts in their specific areas of activity. These would include departments for the prosecution of juvenile crime, organized crime, economic crime and violent crime which is particularly dangerous to the community.
- Employ additional and better-qualified deputy prosecutors. At present, there are just not enough to handle Honolulu's needs.
- Begin an intensive internal training program designed to upgrade the expertise of the deputy prosecutors.
- Station a deputy prosecutor at the police department to confer with and advise the force. Among other things, the deputy prosecutor would be an expert in search and seizure law.
- Participate more effectively in court hearings for the sentencing of convicted criminals.
- Get involved in parole hearings for convicted criminals. The Prosecutor's Office is the agency which represents the community in criminal matters, and ought to participate in this vital area. Lee Spencer has already drafted and testified to legislation which, if passed, would permit this necessary involvement.

Lee SPENCER IS OUR BEST-QUALIFIED CANDIDATE...

Lee Spencer's career in law seems to have been tailor-made for the requirements of an outstanding Prosecuting Attorney in Honolulu. A graduate of San Francisco State University and the Hastings College of the Law, he was admitted to the Hawaii State Bar Association in 1967.

Since that time he has been active in private practice in Honolulu, and was managing partner of his own law firm for five years. He has earned the widespread respect of the legal community as an effective adversary, and has proven to be a capable administrator.

In addition, Lee Spencer was a deputy prosecuting attorney for the City & County of Honolulu from 1970 to 1972, during which time he achieved an impeccable record. He prosecuted over 40 felony cases, winning all but one of about 20 which were contested before a jury.

In both public and private practice, Lee Spencer has argued cases before the State Supreme Court a dozen times. And on several occasions he has actively participated in the drafting of legislation designed to strengthen the powers of the Prosecuting Attorney.

A resident of Hawaii Kai, he married the former Gloria Jean Nam of Honolulu in 1972. They have three children, Jeffrey Keola, Landy Mele and Kevin Louis.

Lee SPENCER
DEMOCRAT
CONNIE CHUN

Nurse • Health Planner • Lawyer
Mother • Runner • Wife

IS RUNNING TO SERVE YOU

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
18th DISTRICT

AIEA—HALAWA—FOSTER VILLAGE—MOANALUA—KALIHI

• DEMOCRAT
Arigato Gozaimasu!

Salamat Po!

I will work as hard for you in the Legi.
Jerold

... legislature as I worked to earn your vote.
I sincerely THANK YOU for your confidence in me. Please come to the State Capitol on Opening Day, January 21, 1981 and celebrate with my family.
"Your Senate Team . . . Putting Your Interests First!"
There's more to being a Senator than picking a Senate President.

There's a lot of talk in our 6th District and all around the State. The talk is that the outcome of our Senate election will determine who will be the next Senate President.

Senator Carroll and Ann Kobayashi aren't concerned with political horse-trading. The Senate Team of Carroll and Kobayashi is more concerned with providing solutions to those problems that all of us face every day. Issues such as the escalating crime rate, runaway inflation, or an increasing tax burden, and preserving our precious open space for our children and their children. John Carroll and Ann Kobayashi know the people of the 6th District care more about these crucial problems — not rounding up votes to make someone a Senate President.

Let's elect a team who cares about serving us and cares more about the really important issues.

After all, shouldn't serving the people be most important? On November 4, let's elect the hard working Senate Team of Carroll and Kobayashi.
John Carroll
experienced . . . dedicated . . . committed.

John Carroll is not the type of person to claim that an answer cannot be found to a given problem. John believes that hard work, determination, and a willingness to help will go a long way in finding a solution. That’s why John Carroll is seeking re-election to the Senate. This experienced legislator, with over 10 years of dedicated service in both the State House and Senate, knows that many of the solutions to today’s pressing problems are yet to be found. And he is one person who will never give up.

The people of the 6th District . . . and all Hawaii . . . need John Carroll in the Senate. Let’s put this dedicated and committed senator back in the Senate . . . back to working for all of us.
Ann Kobayashi’s friends, neighbors, and fellow community leaders have been urging her to run for public office for quite sometime. They know a leader . . . a worker . . . and an achiever when they see one. Ann’s impressive credentials in community and legislative service truly make her one of the most qualified and experienced candidates ever to seek office. Pop Warner, Cancer Society, Women’s Dental Auxiliary, Boy’s Club, Senator Yee’s Office, Police Commission, McCully Business Association, Senator Forbes’ Office, Manoa Neighborhood Board, Kuakini Hospital Auxiliary . . . the list goes on and on and on.

This year, let’s put Ann Kobayashi in the Senate and have her work for all the people of Hawaii. After all, shouldn’t we send our most qualified and experienced leaders to represent us in the Legislature?
Fighting Crime Is Much MORE Important!

Senator Carroll and Ann Kobayashi have been waging a battle against crime for many years.

As a member of the Senate Judiciary Committee, John Carroll has worked long and hard to provide tough laws that really work. In fact, John’s dedication to strengthen our laws paid off when the Governor signed Carroll’s bail bill which made it more difficult for the criminal elements to get back on the streets.

Ann Kobayashi has spent most of her adult life battling crime. As a concerned citizen, Ann has amassed a solid record of accomplishment with her service on the Honolulu Police Commission, Chamber of Commerce Crime Committee, and the Hawaii State Law Enforcement Association.

Together, Senator Carroll and Ann Kobayashi will provide the people with the best one-two combination to strengthen our laws. We need this powerful crime-fighting team in the Senate . . . working for us . . . and working against the criminals!

Let’s elect Carroll and Kobayashi to the Senate and send the law-breakers a loud message: “Crime Does Not Pay!”
Ann KOBAYASHI

Senator CARROLL

"Your Senate Team . . .
Putting Your Interests First."
Your Experienced Leader

RE-ELECT CAROL FUKUNAGA
(D) Representative 13th District Manoa-Makiki

"I want to see Manoa and Makiki enjoy the best Hawaii has to offer... beautiful valleys and open space, and well maintained neighborhoods that are comfortable places to live. We have made solid progress. But there's more to be done... please help me continue fighting for issues which protect our lifestyle."

Able. Experienced. Active.
Can anything be done about inflation?

**Inflation-Fighting Measures**

Inflation is making it harder for us to make ends meet. Representative Fukunaga actively supported measures to ease the taxpayer’s burden and reduce costs of basic necessities.

**ACTION:**
- generic drugs now substitutable for expensive brand name drugs
- “Lifeline” electricity rates for consumers under PUC review
- state income tax personal exemption raised to $1000

Frightened by crime rate?

**Promoting Community Action against Crime**

Rising crime is a problem that affects us all. Representative Fukunaga believes that community efforts to prevent crime are vitally important.

**ACTION:**
- sentencing and prosecuting laws for career criminals toughened
- new juvenile justice system established
- sponsoring HPD’s crime prevention programs

Housing Affordable?

**Housing Concerns Acted On**

As housing costs continue soaring, Representative Fukunaga is concerned about the availability of affordable housing for community residents.

**ACTION:**
- eligibility for Hula mae loans broadened
- requiring owner occupants to be given preference in condo conversion sales
School Needs Acted On
School maintenance and repair needs came to light this year when Representative Fukunaga investigated asbestos and other health hazards in our schools.

ACTION:
* harmful material to be removed
* leaks repaired and doors and windows made safe

Concerns Presented During Session
Community groups and citizens with special concerns had a friend in Representative Fukunaga this session. She helped them prepare and present issues for the Tenth Legislature.

ACTION:
* parent, faculty and administration committees working on safety in schools
* Pacific nuclear safety committees now formed
* Office of Hawaiian Affairs funded

Fair Treatment in Jobs
As a professional, working woman, Representative Fukunaga is concerned that both women and men are given fair treatment in their jobs and in our laws.

ACTION:
* funds for women's education programs available
* legal language improved to include men and women
* job re-entry programs established
As an attorney-at-law and a 1978 delegate to the State Constitutional Convention, Representative Fukunaga is intimately familiar with the major policy issues facing Hawaii and has the ability and training to effectively develop and implement the best solutions. A life-time Manoa resident, Rep. Fukunaga graduated from Roosevelt High School, the University of Hawaii, and the University of Hawaii School of Law. She has ably served as a hearings officer with the Hawaii Public Employment Relations Board and is active in various professional associations such as the Hawaii Bar Association, and many community organizations.

Representative Fukunaga serves on some of the most powerful committees in the House of Representatives, including the Finance Committee, which oversees the entire state budget; and as vice-chairman of the important Water, Land Use, Development and Hawaiian Affairs Committee. She is also a member of the committees on Agriculture, Energy, Ecology and Environmental Protection, and Ocean and Marine Resources.

Our water supply is dangerously low. Without conservation efforts we could run out. Representative Fukunaga is working to make sure we don't. This year, the Legislature took action to provide funds to drill critically needed wells on Oahu. Resource management legislation is also in progress.
Thanks to your support, Brian Taniguchi was successful in winning the Democratic nomination for the 13th District in the primary election. It was a tough, hard-fought race and the final count showed that hard work and a grassroots, people-to-people approach gets results. Unfortunately, we expect another tough race in the general election.

That is why, on behalf of Brian, his family and his many friends, I must again ask for your full-hearted support.

Brian is the kind of hard-working, intelligent and energetic person that we need in the Legislature. Because he was born, raised and educated in the District, he understands the needs and expectations of its people. He brings with him a wide range of experience including success as a community organizer and in the area of community-planned housing. He has worked with problem youth and with the problems of farmers. He has studied the law and has worked in the judicial system. He has worked in government, with government and even against government but always for the best interests of people like us. He is someone who we can trust and who will serve us well in the Legislature.

Please vote for Brian again in the general election and please spread the word about him. Every vote counts.

Thank you again for your time and effort.
BRIAN TANIGUCHI
13th District
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Makiki & Manoa

FOR A BETTER HAWAI'I

MARY LOUISE JARDINE

Paid for by Friends for Brian Taniguchi
“FOR A BETTER HAWAI’I”
Hawaii has changed very rapidly over the last two decades. Unfortunately, much of this change has not been for the better. To most of us, change has meant more high-rises, more traffic, more noise, more congestion, more smog, more crime and generally, a lot less aloha.
We need an aware community, strong leadership, and a workable program to turn these negative trends around and build a better Hawaii.

A PROGRAM FOR THE 80’s
• Quality growth to preserve and improve the lifestyle of our community
• Preserve our agricultural lands and develop diversified agriculture
• Develop alternative energy resources
• Affordable housing for those who need it
• Quality not quantity for a better tourist industry
• Deal with crime and its social roots
• Give our children the best in educational opportunities
• Open and responsive government

EDUCATION
Manoa School
Stevenson Intermediate
Roosevelt High School — Class of 1969
Monmouth College, Monmouth, Illinois
University of Hawaii, Manoa — B.A. — 1973
University of Hawaii School of Law
Juris Doctor — 1978

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Attorney, Admitted to Bar — 1978
Law Clerk, Judge Hiroshi Kato — 1978 to 1980

COMMUNITY WORK
Critical Areas Study, Hawaii Housing Authority
Old Vineyard Street Residents Association
Waimanalo Residents Housing Development Corp.
Manoa Neighborhood Board
Waipahu Youth Project

LEGISLATIVE EXPERIENCE
Aide to Governor Burns
Waipahu Community Association, Legislative Liaison

CAMPAIGN '80:
Old Friends,
New Friends,
Hard Work.
Aloha!

Ann Kobayashi has been Manoa Pop Warner's strongest and most consistent supporters. Pop Warner football has been an important part of my life and I consider myself fortunate to have been able to meet and work with such an outstanding person as Ann.

Ann is now running for the State Senate from our district. She is competent, bright, and best of all, she truly cares about the children of Hawaii. In addition, she packs impressive credentials as a long-time participant in the legislative arena.

I would like very much to see Ann Kobayashi elected to the Senate. The elections in November will be very close and Ann will need all the support we can offer her.

Please give Ann Kobayashi your vote on election day, November 4.

Mahalo,
The Pop Warner Gang

WE ALL SUPPORT ANN!

Charles Ushijima      Stanley Yamashiro      George Doi, Jr.
Ed Toma              Alvin Yasui            Richard Lo
Cliff Nohara        Mike Hara              Jane Yasui
George Ichikawa     Lester Akasaki         Suzanne Kozaki
Richard Hiu         Arthur Muramoto      Irene Freitas
Earl Payanal         Marvin Silva        Emil Nomura
Harold Han           Marshall Sato       Leland Akasaki
Yoshiji Asami       Kent Kano            Nick Nicolas

Paid for by Friends of Ann Kobayashi
MARSLAND:

1. Establish a Special Strike Force composed of Deputy Prosecutors and select members of the Honolulu Police Department, whose sole function will be to target and prosecute Organized Crime figures and major criminals now in control of our streets.

2. Establish a Special Rape Prosecution Team that will move into action while the victim is still at the Rape Crisis Center — so that the victim and all witnesses will be initially contacted and interviewed by the same deputies who will take the case to trial.

3. Sharply curtail and revise all policies presently in existence at the Prosecutor’s Office regarding plea-bargaining, and drastically limit the time between arrest of a defendant and his indictment. The practice of releasing a suspect “pending further investigation” — allowing that person to prey on society pending indictment — will be discontinued.

4. Get the criminals off our streets from the moment they are convicted until they have completed their sentence — thereby eliminating incidents of crime committed by convicted criminals awaiting sentencing.

5. Restore the Career Criminal Unit to the prosecution of violent crime until our streets are safer and the backlog of violent offenses has been cleared from the court calendars.

6. Establish a Witness Assistance Program, which will afford recognition, physical assistance, protection and procedural instruction to witnesses.

7. Expand the existing Victim Assistance Program and coordinate its efforts with other victim support agencies.

8. Establish community involvement programs on crime prevention, and incorporate neighborhood assistance and safety programs into the same format.

9. Continue to speak out on behalf of tougher sentencing and bail requirements, on incompetent judges, and, on any other failings of the criminal justice system.

10. Seek amendment to the City Charter to provide for a nonpartisan election for the Office of Prosecuting Attorney.

11. Remove politics from all functions of the Prosecuting Attorney’s Office, including hiring, and conduct the Office in a completely nonpartisan manner.

12. Establish a Research/Legislative Bureau within the Prosecutor’s Office to handle all appellate functions, monitor and propose new legislation, do necessary legislative and appellate research, and prepare training and trial manuals for the deputies.

13. Establish continuing training programs for both new and experienced deputies.

14. Restore to the Prosecutor’s Office the pride and morale it once knew, and reverse the continuing exodus of experienced trial personnel from the Office.

In short, I will work to introduce to the Prosecutor’s Office the dignity, integrity and professionalism it must possess in order to properly serve and protect you.”
Untouchable Integrity

Commitment and

Unequalled Experience

Elect An Experienced Prosecutor—Elect Chuck Marsland.

MARY LOUISE JARDINE

MARS LAND FOR PROSECUTOR

Honolulu, Hawaii
Permit No. 2003

(No Forward in Truth, To Victory)

"I-mu-A me ka O'o, A Lama-Kila"
You live on Oahu by choice. But when was the last time you walked alone at night through one of our parks? Or, for that matter, when was the last time you walked down the busiest street in the state - Kalakaua Avenue - without in some way being harassed? Will an early morning or late evening stroll through your neighborhood always mean taking the risk of being raped, robbed or murdered? Is subjecting yourself or a loved one to violent crime the price you must pay to live here?

All of us have had more than enough of crime and fear. But can anything actually be done about it? Yes!

Criminals must be taken off - and kept off - our streets. Those who choose to make crime a career must be forced to expect swift, sure and just punishment. Our young people must be shown that there is no future in crime.

The Duties of the Prosecutor

To put criminals behind bars, we must first convict them for their crimes. More than any other person in our city, the Prosecuting Attorney is the key to getting those convictions.

The duty of the Prosecutor is to investigate and prosecute any person charged with committing a criminal offense in our community.

The Prosecutor is the law enforcement official most responsible for getting the criminals off our streets.

During his many years as a criminal prosecutor, Charles Marsland successfully brought to trial and convicted scores of defendants charged with every category of major crime, including: murder; manslaughter; rape; sodomy; kidnapping; burglary; drug offenses, etc. As a partial example of his successful efforts, Marsland has secured the convictions of:

- Bobby Guiterrez for the contract murder of Willie Ventura . .
- The three men who beat and kicked an elderly man to death in a boxing ring at Kuhio Park Terrace . .
- The “Kill Haole” murderer . .
- “Freddy the Faggot” Neutzel, who stabbed his victim to death, and then cut his heart out . .
- Charles Patterson for the murder of a contractor who refused to finance a hunt for buried treasure . .
- The “murder-for-hire” defendants, who murdered Michelle Lester so her husband could profit from her insurance . .
- Roger Gilbeck, who stabbed a soldier to death . .
- Vernon Reiger, who attempted to execute the defenseless victim he had just sodomized and raped, by shooting her three times in the back of the head . .

MARSLAND also went to trial against Organized Crime figures Nappy Pulawa, Henry Huihui and Bobby Wilson, for the murders of Lamont Nery and Fuzzy Iha . .

MARSLAND also obtained convictions of, among numerous others:

- Francis Scott Key . . for assault, and being a felon in possession of a firearm
- Jeffrey Kealoha . . for being a felon in possession of a firearm
- Henry Huihui III . . for robbery
- Eddie and Maile Silva . . for robbery
- Rabbit Bates . . for robbery
WHOSE RECORD PROVES YOUR COMMUNITY SAFE AGAIN

- Carl Fujitani ... for attempted rape
- Mafia Makaila ... for theft
- E. Cummings ... for robbery
- Benjamin Mandrial ... for burglary
- "Peto" Kalai ... for robbery
- Robert Burgo ... for rape
- C. Taylor and J. Shishido ... for drugs

Under Marsland's direction and leadership, the Career Criminal Unit of the Prosecuting Attorney's Office established one of the most enviable records of any such Unit in the entire U.S.; 45 of some of the worst and most heinous cases in the history of the Prosecutor's Office were taken for trial, and an unprecedented 45 straight convictions were obtained.

In addition to never losing a single case during the first nine months of its existence, the Career Criminal Unit also sought and obtained 347 indictments and the acceptance of 52 "Guilty as Charged" pleas by defendants who did not wish to go to trial against members of the Unit.

The Career Criminal Unit further distinguished itself by getting the only syndicate convictions obtained in Honolulu since 1974 — the conviction of reputed “hit man” Vernon Reiger and the conviction of Nihipali, Mikaele and Yuen for extortion of Waikiki businesses.

Prior to accepting the position as the first Director of the Career Criminal Unit, Marsland served in various other key legal positions in Honolulu, including Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, Deputy Corporation Counsel and Deputy Attorney General.

After completing law school in Massachusetts, Marsland remained in New England to serve as Assistant District Attorney for Plymouth County, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and later as Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division, for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

During the seven years that Marsland remained in that capacity, he engaged in some of the most widely reported criminal investigations and trials of Mafia and political figures in the history of the state.

Charles F. Marsland, Jr., was born in 1923 into a six-generation kamaaina family in Honolulu. Well-known to many Oahu residents is Chuck's mother, Mrs. Sadie Marsland, who taught in our public schools for more than 40 years.

After graduating from Punahou and attending the University of Hawaii and Tufts University in Massachusetts, Chuck was commissioned to serve in the U.S. Navy when World War II broke out. He participated in invasions in the South Pacific as both Commanding and Executive Officer of a landing craft and then, with the War over, returned to Massachusetts to obtain a degree in law. In 1966, Chuck returned home.

Personal tragedy in his own life has made Chuck even more sensitive to the pain experienced by those who are the victims, both directly and indirectly, of senseless criminal acts. The loss of a member of his own family has only served to deepen Chuck's life-long commitment to the safety and protection of all our people.

Once in a great while, a public Office and a candidate match perfectly. Such is the case with the Office of Prosecuting Attorney and Chuck Marsland. We have, in the Prosecutor's Office, the potential to make criminals extremely unwelcome in our community. And in Chuck Marsland we have the ideal Prosecutor, the Prosecutor under whose direction the Office will realize its potential. All Marsland needs is your vote.

MARSLAND for PROSECUTOR

Frank Der Yuen and Pam Yamamoto, Co-Chairmen

1126 Alakea Street • Room 1 • Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
Phone: 538-3315 or 533-7313
Your 15¢ stamp will save us dollars.
Thank you!

MARSLAN D for PROSECUTOR
"Chuck" Marsland needs your financial support also - A contribution to his campaign is a good investment in a safer community. Please help if you can with a check to "Marsland For Prosecutor" today.

Sincere thanks.
Representative Gerald de Heer

STATE REPRESENTATIVE
13TH DISTRICT (MANOA-MAKIKI)

Friends for Gerald de Heer

CONSTRUCTIVE • POSITIVE

Gerald deHeer

• works hard for all our community
• has a solid record of accomplishment
• provides new, responsible leadership

Please vote for Representative Gerald de Heer on General Election Day, Tuesday, November 4, 1980.
Representative
Gerald de Heer

State Representative, 1978-present
- Member, Finance Committee
- Vice Chairman, Employment Opportunities and Labor Relations Committee
- Member, Tourism Committee
- Member, Transportation Committee
- Member, State General Planning Committee

Community Leader
- Raised in the Manoa-Makiki District, 26 years old
- Member, Manoa Neighborhood Board, 1977-1979
- Stevenson PTA, legislative lobbyist, 1977-1978
- Friends of Manoa Library
- Makiki Park Advisory Council
- Manoa Jaycees

Experienced
- Presidential elector, 1972, 1980
- Radio newscaster
- Researcher
- Small businessman
- Executive Intern, Office of the Governor

Education
- Stevenson Intermediate School
- Roosevelt High School, Class of 1972
- University of Hawaii

A record of solid accomplishment

Gerald de Heer is working directly with the community, district representatives, and the administration, for all of our District. Using his constructive and positive approach, Gerald de Heer works hard to bring the best out of people. Here is a checklist of accomplishments:

★ $25,000,000 for school repairs
★ over $1,000,000 for Capital Improvements at Roosevelt High, Stevenson Intermediate, and Manoa Elementary Schools
★ over $100,000 for Makiki District Park Improvements
★ $10,000 for Manoa Library expansion
★ over $50,000 for University Baseball Stadium
★ tourism functional plan
★ greater cooperation for Bike-ways
★ strengthening Penal Code
★ critical tax review legislation
★ introduced, got passed measures against Nuclear Waste dumping
★ pensioner’s bonus
★ code of ethics for Government service
★ state Government spending ceiling
★ balanced State Budget
When all is said and done . . . the quality of the men we send to the Legislature will determine the future of Hawaii . . . will determine the future of Manoa • Makiki.

On Tuesday, November 4 . . .

RE-ELECT

JOHN CARROLL

TO THE SENATE

A Voice for Manoa • Makiki . . . A Leader for Hawaii
A Vital Message

To All Residents of Manoa • Makiki

SENATOR CARROLL is no ordinary politician. He has never allowed himself to be controlled by any political machine, party, or special interest groups . . . he never will. With John, the public comes first.

John’s record in the legislature reflects a profile of principle . . . a quiet strength . . . he has earned the respect of his fellow lawmakers because he works hard and his word is his bond.

John’s formula? Simple . . . hard work, imagination, a willingness to listen . . . and more hard work. For example . . .

we can all remember the stench that emanated from the Ala Wai Canal. Despite protests from citizens, governmental inaction and bureaucratic inefficiency prevented anything from happening . . . until John stepped in.

John forced government to respond . . . not through mere politician’s rhetoric, but through the forceful example of voluntary citizen action.

John organized local citizen cleanup efforts that resulted in the first, tangible improvement of canal conditions . . . and finally prodded government into action. There have now been 12 citizen cleanups in our community—5 of the Harbor, 2 of Manoa Stream, and 5 of the Ala Wai.

Talk is cheap and promises come easy . . . but with SENATOR CARROLL, it is performance that counts.

The State Senate is the place where dedication and ability count . . . where experience is essential to getting the job done. SENATOR CARROLL knows the job.

The citizens of Manoa/Makiki need a man with SENATOR CARROLL’S outstanding background and record of accomplishment in the State Senate.

John is Manoa/Makiki’s voice in the State Senate . . . ensuring that Manoa/Makiki will not be taken for granted . . . that its problems will be listened to . . . that its needs will be met.

SENATOR CARROLL is concerned, dedicated, and responsive to the citizens of Manoa/Makiki.

A GREAT STATE SENATOR

SENATOR CARROLL

Paid for by REPUBLICAN PARTY OF HAWAII.


“Let’s start good things happening again.”
Manoa / Makiki
Rallies Behind
ANN KOBAYASHI
For Senate!
Please Save One of Your Two Votes for Ann!

Ann Kobayashi — Manoa/Makiki’s Favorite Daughter!

"I don't ever recall having met a more balanced candidate than Ann Kobayashi. She is able to discuss any issue from crime in McCully-Moiliili to the state's financial situation. I'm impressed because everyone is so specialized and concerned with only a few issues. Ann has a balance of knowledge that will prove her to be one of our outstanding Senators."

   Ed Toma, Former Principal, McKinley High

"I spend almost all of my spare time coaching and working with kids as a Pop Warner Coach. Many of our activities depend on outside help and involvement. Ann has never let us down. Her consistent support shows me that she is someone who really cares about our youth. I see this same caring in everything she does. I don't think there is anyone I would rather see as my Senator."

   Harold Han, Football Coach

"Ann came so close last election and I was terribly disappointed. I know she has everything going for her this time around. She is sincere, dedicated, and qualified. Her stands on the issues are sound and responsible — especially when it concerns the senior citizens. I know Ann has a special place in her heart for the seniors and will help in keeping their priorities from being lost in the legislative shuffle."

   Miss Martha Daniels, Arcadia Resident

"I've been telling people, for years, that government can put half of its problems to rest if it were run like a business. Ann Kobayashi has a proven track record of success in business in addition to her experience in politics and countless years of dedicated service in the community. Ann understands that government should not allow wasteful spending of our tax dollars. Ann Kobayashi is my choice for the Senate."

   Frank Arakaki, Businessman

"I have known Ann for quite some time and one thing that has always impressed me about her is the genuine concern she has for kids. She is honestly committed to providing them the best future possible."

   Joe Katsunuma, Noted Sports Figure

"I have worked with Ann on the Manoa Neighborhood Board and I know she is one of the most competent candidates this year. Her political knowledge and experience in the district will truly make her an outstanding Senator."

   Marvin Dang, Manoa Neighborhood Board
ANN KOBAYASHI

A Record of Accomplishment!

Personal Background
• Born in Honolulu on April 10, 1937
• Attended Lincoln Elementary, Stevenson Intermediate and Roosevelt High Schools
• Attended Pembroke College and Northwestern University
• Vice President and Secretary of a family corporation
• Husband, Dr. Paul Y. Kobayashi, Dental Surgeon
• Three Children—Mark, Dale and Susan
• Selected Hawaii Young Mother of the Year in 1972
• Her parents, Dr. and Mrs. Mori Hayashi, and her husband’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kobayashi, are also residents of the Sixth Senatorial District

Legislative Background
• Legislative Aide and Personal Representative to Senator Wadsworth Yee (Current)
• Legislative Aide and Personal Representative to Senator Eureka Forbes (Four Years)
• Has Done Extensive Constituent and Community Work for both Senators Yee and Forbes

Community Service
• Chairman, Manoa Neighborhood Board
• American Red Cross Board of Directors
• Honolulu Police Commission
• American Cancer Society Board of Directors
• Manoa Pop Warner Board of Directors
• McCully Business Association
• Hawaii Dental Association, Women’s Auxiliary
• Hawaii State Law Enforcement Assn.
• Kuakini Hospital Auxiliary
• Chamber of Commerce Crime Committee
• South Young Street Residents Assn.
• International Assn. of Chiefs of Police

Friends of Ann Kobayashi

Giovanni Chung, Chairman
RE-ELECT
Richard "Ike" SUTTON
working for YOU in the State House — 15th District
Richard "Ike" Sutton has represented you ably since 1974

IKE IS EFFECTIVE! LET'S KEEP A GOOD MAN IN OFFICE!

What Ike stands FOR...and AGAINST

CRIME
The alarming increase in the crime rate must be halted. I am FOR more and better police protection in our District and tougher punishment for convicted criminals, including mandatory sentences. I'm also FOR helping the victims of crime, as evidenced by the resolution I passed providing for a counselor to help victims deal with the after-effects of crime. In the 1980 session, we passed legislation dealing with problems of habitual offenders, repeat offenders and juvenile offenders, and the extension of the Hawaii Crime Commission. It's a start. But fighting crime will remain one of my first priorities.

TAX BURDEN
I am FOR easing the effects of inflation on the average family by keeping State spending at present levels, removing the 4% tax on food and drugs and providing tax relief for homeowners and the elderly. In the 1980 session positive steps were taken in the areas of increased renters tax credit, increased personal exemptions and greater benefits to low and moderate income families. More is needed, and I pledge to continue working toward these goals.

PAY RAISE AND PENSIONS
I voted AGAINST the sneaky legislative pay raise and pension bill in past sessions and I personally filed a lawsuit, at my own expense, to stop this self-serving legislation. Though I lost in the Supreme Court, the action served its purpose by exposing this behind-the-scenes connivance.

EDUCATION
I am FOR increasing the quality of education in Hawaii. With dropping school enrollments, I believe this is possible without more tax expenditures. I am FOR more emphasis on basic skills, more opportunities for vocational and specialized training, more community involvement in education decision-making and lower pupil/teacher ratio.

FINANCE
I talked and voted AGAINST amending usury laws to raise the State's ceilings on mortgages and other loans because it is not in the best interest of Hawaii's economy; it is inflationary and puts additional financial pressure on the average homeowner.

OFFICE OF HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS
I was one of the strongest backers working successfully FOR establishment of OHA. Funded by ceded public land revenues, OHA carries out a 1978 constitutional mandate giving Hawaiians the opportunity to control over their own destinies.

OTHER LEGISLATION
In the last session, I voted FOR many other bills which were passed into law and AGAINST some I felt were wasteful of your tax dollars or otherwise inappropriate. My voting record is open and aboveboard and I am always happy to discuss it, item by item, with you personally at any time.

HAWAII LIFESTYLE
I am FOR Hawaii. I have faith in Hawaii and I believe, by working together, we can go forward to a future that fulfills our needs and expectations. With your kokua, I will be proud to continue to represent the people of the 15th District—all the people. I promise to devote all my time and all my energy to serving your best interests. Please vote for Richard "Ike" Sutton.

A Biographical Sketch

PERSONAL/EDUCATION
Born and raised in Honolulu
Stanford University, Bachelor of Arts, Doctor of Laws, Doctor of Jurisprudence
District resident for more than 30 years
Richard "Ike" Sutton and his wife, Anne, are the parents of four children.
Sutton is known as one of Hawaii's best public speakers—his question and answer shows on television and radio have demonstrated his ability to "speak up for you" in the Legislature.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Former Chief Judge, U.S. Federal Court, Wake Island
Practicing attorney

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATES
Former President, Federal Bar Association
Former Member, Criminal Code Commission
Former Member, Federal Commission on Rules of Civil Procedure

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Former President, Ecclesiastical Judicial Court, Episcopal Church, Diocese of Hawaii
Former Department Commander, American Legion, Pacific area
Spokesman, Punchbowl Preservation Area
Sponsor, Special Olympics for handicapped children
Charter Member, Kuhio Lions International
Member: Nuananu Residents & Neighborhood Association; Maemae School PTA; Nuananu Elementary PTA; Kawananakoa School Building Committee; Punchbowl Pop Warner football; Pauoa Community Association; Nuananu Community Association; Roosevelt Boosters Club; Stop the Condominium on Pacific Heights Road.

GOVERNMENT EXPERIENCE AND LEGISLATIVE SERVICE
Delegate from 15th District, 1969 Constitutional Convention
Three Terms, House of Representatives from 15th District, 1974 to date
*I have never missed one day's session since 1974. Presently It is my privilege to serve as spokesman for the all-powerful House Finance Committee, as well as on legislative committees for Housing, Labor and Public Employment, and Youth and Elderly Affairs. In past sessions, I have also served you on Consumer Protection, Judiciary and Culture and the Arts committees. I pride myself on never having missed a committee meeting and have carefully studied all the many bills under consideration—with your best interests always foremost in my mind and my conscience as the only dictate.

*I have never taken one penny for any of my campaigns so I BELONG ONLY TO YOU.*
RICHARD "IKE" SUTTON...COMMITTED TO YOUR INTERESTS

* as a man of experience

with first-hand experience of the workings of the State government and close personal associations with the top leaders of both House and Senate. Ike knows how to get things done—in your interest—and has demonstrated this over and over since 1974 when he first began representing you. As a delegate to the 1968 Constitutional Convention and a judge of the Federal Court, Ike is the only candidate in the 15th District with experience in both the legislative and judicial branches of government.

* as a neighbor

who has lived in the District more than 30 years. Ike is dedicated to preserving our natural beauty from the pollution of high density...to fighting insidious zoning infringements in Liliha with no further Hospital expansion...to maintaining peace and safety by such means as the life-saving traffic lights he was instrumental in acquiring to allow District residents safe access to the Pali Highway. In the past legislative session, Ike was successful in obtaining funds for capital improvements in schools, parks and water systems in the District.

* as a FULL-TIME legislator

who works hard to represent you in the House, NEVER MISSING ONE DAY'S ATTENDANCE since 1974. Ike is the spokesman for the all-powerful House Finance Committee, as well as serving on committees for Housing, Health, Public Assistance and Youth and Elderly Affairs. In these, as well as past appointments, he has NEVER MISSED A COMMITTEE MEETING. Ike works hard to stay in touch with you, to learn your problems and desires and to pursue the goals you set. He acts according to his conscience and your wishes, as an independent, uncontrolled by any individual or group.

Known as a spellbinding speaker, Ike addresses a rapt crowd at a rally.

Ike confers with Sen. Ralph Ajifu at a House-Senate budget conference.

Ike's office is always open to concerned citizens.
HIRAM K. KAMAKA, *keiki hanau o ka aina*, grew up in Windward Oahu's verdant Waikane Valley. Over the past 20 years, he has quietly established an outstanding record of public service that reflects his deep feeling for our Islands and our future:

- Graduate of St. Anthony's and St. Louis High School.
- U.S. Army, 1945-47.
- Creighton University School of Law, 1952.
- First elected to the Territorial House of Representatives in 1958; served as Vice Speaker, Chairman of Tourism Committee, Vice Chairman of House Finance Committee.
- Reelected for six consecutive terms, serving as Chairman of the House Appropriations Committee from 1965-68.
- Elected Delegate to the 1968 Constitutional Convention.
- After retiring from elective office, recalled to public service to cabinet-level position as State Director of Finance from 1969 to 1974 during the Administration of the late Governor John A. Burns.
- Private practice in law since December 1974.

Hiram Kamaka: a qualified and experienced native son of Hawaii who can lead this city to a new beginning.

Paid for by the Hiram Kamaka for Mayor Committee.
HIRAM K. KAMAKA, *keiki banau o ka aina*, grew up in Windward Oahu's verdant Waikane Valley. Over the past 20 years, he has quietly established an outstanding record of public service that reflects his deep feeling for our Islands and our future:

- Graduate of St. Anthony's and St. Louis High School.
- U.S. Army, 1945-47.
- Creighton University School of Law, 1952.
- First elected to the Territorial House of Representatives in 1958; served as Vice Speaker, Chairman of Tourism Committee, Vice Chairman of House Finance Committee.
- Reelected for six consecutive terms, serving as Chairman of the House Appropriations Committee from 1965-68.
- Elected Delegate to the 1968 Constitutional Convention.
- After retiring from elective office, recalled to public service to cabinet-level position as State Director of Finance from 1969 to 1974 during the Administration of the late Governor John A. Burns.
- Private practice in law since December 1974.

Hiram Kamaka: a qualified and experienced native son of Hawaii who can lead this city to a new beginning.

Hiram Kamaka (D)

A new beginning

Paid for by the Hiram Kamaka for Mayor Committee, 770 Kapiolani Blvd, Honolulu, Paul C.P. Lau, Chairman
I sometimes think ordinary folks might make better politicians than politicians.

Ordinary people have a truer sense of crime than anybody. It happens to them, and they know what it means to be a victim. Families who can't qualify for a home of their own know firsthand about inflation. Don't ask government about an energy crisis; ask the guy who works downtown and lives in Kahaluu.

The problems go on and on. And so do the politicians. Talk, talk, talk. Bicker, bicker, bicker.

I'm running for Mayor of Honolulu, and I guess with my background that makes me a politician. I spent 10 years in the Legislature, five years as State Director of Finance and a lifetime in Hawaii. But does that qualify me to be your Mayor?

Maybe so. Maybe not.

But if you believe the police and each community should get to know each other better, that assigning more police to work right there in your neighborhood can be one positive way to fight crime, then maybe I'm your man.

If you believe that an expanded bus system can make better use of streets and highways already in place and avoid the incredible expense of a fixed-guideway transit system, maybe I'm worth your vote.

If you believe that public lands could be used to make homes affordable for more middle- and low-income families, maybe you'll stick with me.

If you believe we can try a Taxpass program to exempt low-income families from the 4 per cent sales tax, maybe we can do something about inflation. A social security offset option for government employees would boost their take-home pay and help another major group of citizens.

And if you believe we can place more government services out in the communities where you live, maybe government can finally take the lead in cutting down your travel time and expense, reduce downtown congestion, loosen-up our freeways, and make life a lot more enjoyable for all of us.

A lot of maybe's? Sure. Life's filled with maybe's. But I hope you'll listen to the full story on all my proposals in the weeks to come. Solutions won't be easy, but I guarantee they'll be built around your interests, not City Hall's.

There's one more thing ordinary folks have on politicians. They work together...every day! If we can all start working together again, from the top on down, we'll see a new beginning for Honolulu.

And that's why I'm really in this race.
Who makes the best stew in town? Ask the hundreds of people who attended the stew and rice dinners at Kalihi-Waena Elementary School and at Waipahu High School. They'll tell you the stew made by Kamaka volunteers is hard to beat!

Here's the recipe. Take 120 pounds of carrots, 110 pounds of potatoes, 55 pounds each of tomatoes, Maui onions, and celery, 300 pounds of stewing ribs and stew meat, three gallons of tomato paste; bay leaves, salt, pepper, and oregano for seasoning.

Enlist the help of an army of volunteers to pare and chop up the vegetables, cut up and season the meat, and to cook 120 pounds of rice. Dredge the meat in flour, brown it, then toss in with everything that's cut up and simmer in vats. Season to taste. Serves 1,300.

There's more to it, but you get the idea how the Kamaka stew and rice dinners have been put together by our hard-working volunteers.

With Rex as quartermaster, Stanley and Doris as chefs, Ed and Helen in charge of kim chee production, and Paul as supervisor of vegetable peelers, this unique combination of rare talents has become the toast of the town in stew-making.

The Third Floor reportedly is negotiating with this team -- something about upgrading the menu at that eatery.

A NEW BEGINNING

Mahalo, Mrs. Pearson!

A hand-written note that went a long way to brighten up our day is reproduced below.

Mrs. Pearson sent it to Hiram Kamaka following the stew and rice dinner at Kalihi-Waena.

"Thank you for the delicious stew dinner and the cordial, loyal workers. My friends and I will vote for you."

Right on!

Overheard...

Moki: Good luau, eh? Everybody was happy.

Keoki: Nah, not everybody.

Moki: Who not happy?

Keoki: Da pig.

Photos by Doug Inouye

Emi Inouye gives the dragon his dae...as does Hiram...and HK finally gets his share.

Headquarters volunteers took a break one recent evening to host a surprise birthday party for Francis Yamada, hard-working co-chairman for canvassing and sign-holding. Francis buffed and puffed and finally managed to blow out the "39th" candle. Then everyone sat down. Party was over...

That's why Franc "Is this all?"

More Ho'olaulea Scenes...Scores of people worked hard to make it a hit. Royce Wong looks like he wants more of the ono kaukau served at the luau.

As Hiram greets guests...the Dragon dancers prepare for their entrance...and provide